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1 Abstract

In this work, an absorption spectroscopy measurement method is used to determine
nitric oxide (NO) densities in an atmospheric pressure plasma source. Quantification
of the nitric oxide density of volume dielectric barrier discharge (VDBD), is of great
importance for evaluation plasma source in the field of plasma medicine. The proposed
method is based on absorption of radiation by the (0,0) vibrational band of the NO
(A-X) system. Two different light sources, an electrodeless discharge lamp (narrow
line source) providing spectral match between source and absorbing line and contin-
uum light source (Deuterium lamp), are used. Using LIFBASE the relative absorption
spectrum of the NO(A-X,0-0) is simulated and normalized using known Einstein coeffi-
cients. Subsequently the simulated calibration curves (ln(I0/It) versus NO density) for
the two light sources are generated for determination of steady state densities of nitric
oxide. Interference due to absorption of ozone in the same spectral region is considered
and its contribution is eliminated from the absorption signal. The intensity output of
the electrodeless discharge lamp is found to be inadequate for detection of nitric den-
sities for any given nitrogen/oxygen mixtures. The Deuterium lamp combined with
the highly sensitive QE65000 spectrometer provided optimal signal-to-noise ratio for
detection of NO densities. The VDBD operated with synthetic air did not produce
sufficiently high enough NO densities for detection. The NO densities reported are
detectable only when VDBD is operated with 100 % nitrogen as feed gas. The resid-
ual gasses in the vacuum vessel are responsible for sufficient supply of oxygen for the
formation of nitric oxide at this operating condition.
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2 INTRODUCTION

2 Introduction

The fields of application of plasmas are very diverse and range from light sources to
surface treatment, and from biomedical to environmental applications. The focus of
this work is dielectric barrier discharges (DBDs), which are non-thermal and can be
operated at atmospheric pressure. DBDs exhibit electrode configurations in which at
least one of the electrodes is covered by a dielectric in order to limit charge transfer
and, therefore, the current flowing through and the power deposited in the plasma
discharge. Due to their chemical and physical properties DBDs are advantageous for
various biomedical and environmental applications [1,2]. Ease of scalability is another
advantage of DBDs that renders them useful industrially for, among other things,
ozone synthesis, surface treatments, CO2 high-power lasers, excimer lamps, large-scale
plasma displays, and volatile compounds removal [3–8]. The scope of their biomedical
applications include decontamination of medical instruments, surfaces and tissue [9–11].

Two types of dielectric barrier discharge can be defined: if the plasma is generated
between two electrodes, the discharge is commonly referred to as volume dielectric
barrier discharge (VDBD). If the electrode gap is completely filled by a dielectric and
the plasma is generated along the surface of the dielectric the discharge is usually
termed as a surface dielectric barrier discharge (SDBD) or surface micro-discharge
(SMD) [1, 2]. The active plasma volume and the discharge effectivity in terms of
production of chemically active radicals or molecules in SDBDs is less because it is
generally ignited only on one side of the dielectric [12]. The VDBD is chosen as the
focus of this work because of the geometry and homogeneity of the plasma volume
which makes it more suitable for absorption spectroscopy.

In 1998 the Nobel prize was awarded to Furchgott, Ignarro and Murad for their
work on the role of nitric oxide (NO) as signalling molecule in the cardiovascular and
nervous systems [13–15]. Since then NO has been a research topic of growing interest
in the field of medicine. Much of the work that has been done showed that the gaseous
free radical NO is an important biologic mediator that plays a pathophysiological role
in nearly every organ systems, with a wide range of controlling functions in the im-
mune system [16, 17]. For example, NO has been identified to function as a defence
molecule of immune cells against parasites, infectious diseases and tumours [18–21].
Most reports show that exposure of cells to low enough concentrations of NO will have
beneficial effects whilst exposure to high concentrations of NO can lead to DNA dam-
age within cells or damage of healthy tissue [22, 23]. Along with with ozone, nitric
oxide is a common species produced in dielectric barrier discharges. Application of
non-thermal atmospheric-pressure plasmas for treatment of chronic wound have as a
result shown positive results in clinical trials [24]. Various reports have shown this
type of plasma capable of inactivation of bacteria and micro-organisms [25–27]. These
types of plasmas have a huge potential in medicine, specifically for the treatments of
wounds, but also treatment of skin diseases [28,29]. The plasma parameters have to be
defined and a quantitative characterization of the various plasma species is necessary
for safe application of plasma treatment in medicine.

The aim of this work is to determine nitric oxide densities in a VDBD operated in
nitrogen and oxygen mixtures. Nitric oxide has a very short life time at atmospheric-
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pressure, as it is consumed by reactions with oxygen, nitrogen and atomic oxygen.
Due to the basic and compact experimental setting, absorption spectroscopy is chosen
as the preferred method for the direct measurement of nitric oxide densities. For
this purpose two different light sources are available, a line source and a continuum
source. It is thought that a line source should yield a higher absorption signal and
lower detection limits, which of course is the case only if the radiation intensity of
the two light sources is the same. Two different spectrometers, a high resolution and
a low resolution spectrometer, were available for detection of light emitted by the
light sources. The measurements performed with synthetic air are of most interest in
plasma medicine since that allows the plasma source to be used at ambient pressure
and temperature in the immediate surroundings, without the need for a vacuum vessel
or a complicated setup. It is however uncertain whether the apparatus, combinations
of light sources and spectrometers, used are to produce absorption signal that are
within the limits of detection of these apparatus. When operated with higher nitrogen
fraction than synthetic air, higher emission from the NO(A-X) bands is observed in the
emission spectra of the plasma source, which suggests that NO densities increase with
the fraction of nitrogen as feed gas. In order to produce densities of NO that are within
the limits of detection of the apparatus, the fraction of nitrogen in the gas mixtures
is increased from 80% to 100% nitrogen. The gas temperature of the plasma and the
line source is determined using optical emission spectroscopy (OES) and numerical
simulation. The main other absorbing species inside the plasma is assumed to be
ozone. In the analysis, the contribution of ozone is taken into account by subtracting
the continuum absorption of ozone in the region of the NO(A-X,0-0) band, where
absorption of NO is the strongest. The results obtained for different combinations of
light sources and spectrometers are compared and discussed.
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3 THEORY

3 Theory

3.1 Plasma

A plasma is an ionized gas, consisting of a collection of freely charged particles such
as electrons, ions and radicals. It can be distinguished by the three properties, partial
ionization, quasi neutrality and collective plasma behaviour. A plasma is considered
as quasi-neutral when at macroscopic length scales, typically larger than 1 mm, the
electron density is equal to the ion density, i.e. ne = ni. The distance over which quasi-
neutrality may not hold and the distance scale over which significant charge densities
can spontaneously exist, is described as the Debye length λDe. Debye shielding is a
termed used to describe the mechanism with which the plasma shields its interior from
a disturbing field to maintain its quasi-neutrality. In order to fulfil this requirement
of quasi-neutrality, the characteristic length L of the plasma must be large compared
to the Debye length. The expression for Debye shielding is usually derived under
two assumptions. The first assumption is that the electrostatic energy between the
charged particles in a plasma is smaller than the kinetic energy between them. The
second assumption states that the charged particles have a Maxwellian velocity dis-
tributions so that each particle species is in thermodynamic equilibrium. Using these
two assumptions the Poisson’s equation can be linearised and a simple expression for
the electrostatic potential is found. By considering an infinitely extended plasma in
thermodynamic equilibrium, perturbed by a localized charge density, the Debye length

(1) λD =

(
ε0kBT

n0e2

)1/2

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, kB the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature,
n0 the particle density and e the electron charge, can be derived using the linearised
Poisson equation. The first assumption also requires that the number of particles ND

within a Debye sphere of radius λD be much greater than 1, such that

(2) ND =
4π

3
λ3
Dn� 1

holds.
Another fundamental plasma parameter is the plasma frequency. It is the frequency
with which a given charged species will oscillate in response to a small charge sepa-
ration. The plasma frequency is easily derived by considering a one-dimensional slab
geometry for a plasma volume consisting of a charged species being displaced from a
its quasi-neutral position by an infinitesimal distance. In the case of electrons being
the species displaced with respect to the ions, it leads to an equal but opposite surface
charge density on either sides of the slab, thereby inducing an electric field inside the
slab. Using a force balance for the electrons, the plasma frequency corresponding to
the natural oscillation of electrons is derived as

(3) ωP =

(
ne2

ε0m

)1/2

.
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3.1 Plasma

Another criterion the plasma has to meet for it to exhibit collective behaviour is
that the plasma frequency is large compared to electron-neutral collision frequency.
Electrostatic interactions will dominate over thermal gas kinetics only if this criterion
is met.

Temperature and density are two important factors effecting the behaviour of a
plasma. Temperature is a measure of the kinetic energy of respective particles. The
degree of ionisation, which is the proportion of neutrals that are ionized, depends on the
density of ions and neutral particles. The degree of ionisation depends on the electron
and ion temperature as well as the ratio of electron-ion and electron-neutral collision
frequency, and is therefore very important to sustain a plasma. In high pressure plasmas
collisions between electrons are frequent enough for electrons and heavy particles to
equilibrate and the plasma approaches a local thermal equilibrium (LTE) with Te =
Ti = Tg, where Te, Ti, and Tg are the temperatures of the electrons, ions and gas
molecules, respectively. This type of plasma is classified as a thermal plasma. In low
pressure plasmas the collisions between electron and gas molecules are not frequent
enough hence the electrons and heavy particles are almost never in thermal equilibrium,
either between themselves or other particles. Hence, in low pressure plasma Te >> Ti.

The process of plasma breakdown, also known as ignition, is a fundamental process
in any discharge since it is the transformation of a neutral gas into a conducting self-
sustaining discharge. When a very low voltage is applied to a electrode gap containing
a natural gas, the electrons in the gas are accelerated towards the anode and as a
result very small current is conducted between the plates. At very low voltages the
generated electric field strength between the plates is not sufficiently high enough for
the electrons to ionize the atoms. This kind of discharge is known as a non-self-
sustaining discharge. It is non-sustaining because it needs electrons produced by an
external sources. Examples of external source for plasma ignition could be; a laser
liberating electrons from one of the electrodes or photo-ionization of neutrals using a
light source [30]. Increasing the voltage further increases the electric field such that seed
electrons in the gap gain enough energy to ionize neutrals by electron impact. Within
a higher electric field the electrons move towards the anode and collide with the gas
neutrals to produce new (secondary) electrons, which then produce tertiary electrons.
This way the number of free electrons accumulate and multiply in electron avalanches
as they move through the electric field, thereby leaving a cloud of ions which move
towards their respective electrodes. Ions near the cathode, formed as a consequence
of an electron avalanche, feed electrons into the gas by as result of secondary electron
emission duo to ion impact. This process initiates breakdown of the gas and sustains
the discharge. The voltage at which the discharge can be sustained without the need
for an external source is known as the breakdown voltage. This type of discharge
is known as a Townsend discharge. In summary two different mechanism of plasma
ignition can be distinguished: one is breakdown of the plasma initiated via an external
source and the other is via the Townsend breakdown theory. Paschen was the first
one to conclude that the minimum breakdown voltage VB depended on the type of
gas, the pressure, p, and the electrode gap separation, d [31]. The Townsend theory
is applicable to a limited set of conditions that assume assume uniform electric fields
between simple parallel plate geometries, and is limited to a range of product pd. It is
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3 THEORY

crucial for explaining Paschen’s law, which is an equation that gives the break down
voltage VB,

(4) VB =
Bpd

ln Apd
ln(1+1/γ)

where γ is the secondary electron emission coefficient, A and B are gas specific
constant to be determined experimentally, as a function of the product pd. Provided
the coefficients A, B and γ are known the breakdown voltage VB can be predicted to
a very good degree as a function of pd, resulting in Paschen curves for different gases.
Analysis of equation 4 shows that for large values of pd, VB increases quasi-linear with
pd and shows minimum at some intermediate value pd, while for low values of pd it
again increases sharply.

3.2 Atmospheric Pressure Plasmas

The Townsend breakdown mechanism is characterized by the continuous development
of successive electron avalanches between electrodes by secondary emission processes
and has been very successful in explaining breakdown phenomena under low pressure
conditions in discharges. As previously mentioned, for a plasma to ignite the electrons
must absorb enough energy in order to ionize neutrals, initiate successive electron
avalanches, after which it can stabilize into a steady-state mode. At atmospheric.
pressure the mean free path of electrons is low and the electrons can not gain sufficient
kinetic energy between collisions to ionize the gas neutrals. Often a high voltage
between the electrodes is necessary in order to ignite a plasma under such conditions.
The Townsend mechanism, a theory developed by Townsend, describes the breakdown
process successfully for a limited product of pd range, 0.1-100 Pa m (0.075-75 Torr cm)
[32]. Reather showed that at higher value of pd, that is at high pressures and large gap
distances, observation of breakdown phenomena did not fit the Townsend breakdown
theory. Provided the breakdown voltage VB is above the critical value, a sufficiently
high electric field can be generated to ignite the plasma. After ignition at higher
pressures the plasma is hot enough to heat the electrodes, and plasma processes such
as gas heating and thermionic electron emission from the electrodes become important.

In order to suppress arc discharges in high pressure conditions at least one of the
electrodes is covered by a dielectric and an AC voltage is applied. Charge accumulating
on the dielectric induce an electric field opposed to the applied electric, which results
in lower total field between the plates. The dielectric acts as current limiter preventing
the formation of spark. This type of discharge is called a dielectric barrier discharge.
Energy coupled in the DBD heats the electrons whereas the neutrals remain at ambient
temperatures, classifying it a non-equilibrium plasma. Its non-thermal nature and the
fact that it can be operated at higher pressures, makes the dielectric barrier discharge
a unique device with very desirable plasma properties for many industrial applications
[1,33]. At atmospheric pressure the DBD consists of a large number of small filaments,
randomly distributed over the dielectric surface, working independently of one another.
These filaments, also known as microdischarges, have a nanosecond duration and are
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3.2 Atmospheric Pressure Plasmas

Figure 1: Individual phases of filament build-up and decay [38].

the active regions of a DBD in which active chemical species and UV/VUV radiation
can be produced. The subject of this thesis are dielectric barrier discharges and will
be discussed next.

3.2.1 Dielectric Barrier Discharges

In a DBD, a dielectric material is placed in the gas gap between the electrodes to prevent
the formation of an arc discharge. Breakdown in DBDs at atmospheric pressures
happens in small microdischarges, it is therefore not a uniform discharge, but strongly
localized, which makes it unsuitable for the homogeneous treatment of large areas. At
higher pressures breakdown in AC voltage driven discharges happens so rapidly that
it can not be explained by the mechanism of successive electron avalanches supported
by secondary electron emission. Loeb, Meek and Raether were the first to develop
the streamer breakdown theory to explain the rapid the breakdown behaviour in high
pressure discharges [34–37]. The breakdown mechanism of a DBD is based on the
streamer breakdown theory and can be divided into four phases. These phases are
illustrated in figure 1, considering a parallel plate configuration.

In the first phase, the (Townsend) pre-phase, breakdown is initiated by electron
avalanche, originating from a seed electron near the cathode. Ionization of atoms
due to collisions with electrons drifting in the electric field results in a multiplication
of electrons and ions in the electron avalanche. The rate of ionization governs the
multiplication process and is expressed as the ionization coefficient α, which is the
number of ionization events by electron impact per unit length in the direction of the
electric field. The ionization coefficient α is also known as Townsend’s first ionization
coefficient. The ionization coefficient divided by the pressure, α/p, is a function of the
reduced electric field strength, E/p, and the type of gas (see figure 2). It is given as
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3 THEORY

(5)
α

p
= Aexp

(
−Bd
E

)
,

where A and B are gas specific constants derived from experiments.
In the second phase the avalanche transitions into a streamer. The multiplication

process of charge is so large that space charge in the avalanche head modify the applied
electric field before it can reach the anode. Secondary avalanches become more likely
in the increased electric field created by the electron avalanches. As the ionized region
and the perturbation of the electric field grows to reach a critical value, a negative
streamer forms and moves with a typical velocity in the range of 106 m s−1 in the di-
rection of the anode, much faster than the Townsend breakdown (∼ 103 m s−1). Meek
defined a criterion for streamer formation by calculating the space charge formation in
an electron avalanche and comparing it to the applied electric field [39].

Figure 2: Townsend’s ionization coefficient, α/p, is a function of the reduced electric
field strength, E/p, for different gases [38].

In the third phase, the negative streamer head hits the anode and the electrons
deposit on the dielectric. When enough space charge has been built up on the anode,
along the the conductive channel of the streamer trail an ionization wave (positive
steamer mechanism) with a velocity in the range of 10−4−10−5 m s−1 starts to propagate
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3.2 Atmospheric Pressure Plasmas

Figure 3: Temporal evolution of light intensity distributions for a microdischarge, with
both electrodes covered with a dielectric [40].

in the direction of the cathode. A thin discharge channels is formed. Due to their small
size, about 0.3 mm in diameter, these plasma channels are known as as microdischarges
or filaments. Although current densities can reach up to 1000 A cm−2, gas heating does
not occur due to the short duration, 10-100 ns, of these micro discharges. Electrons
at the tail of the of the ionization wave drift towards the anode, generating a diffuse
discharge. Two light spots, one due to the ionization wave near the cathode and one
at the anode due to the electrons drifting at the back of the ionization wave towards
the anode, can be observed as shown in figure 3(e).
In the last phase, the plasma channel gradually goes out as more charge carriers are
deposited on the dielectric, thereby reducing the externally applied electric field within
the gas gap. The temporal and spatial development of a single micro-discharge has
been investigated using cross-correlation spectroscopy, as shown in figure 3 [40, 41].
The number of filaments per unit area increase with increasing voltage amplitude of
an AC operated plane parallel discharge gap DBD. In this manner the number density
of microcharges per active phase increase, but the amount of charge transferred to a
single microdischarge does not change [42–46].

If a DBD is operated with DC voltage, the discharge extinguishes in the last phase
due to the accumulated surface charges, subsequently inducing an electric field opposite
to the applied electric field. Hence, to ignite a continuous DBD, AC voltage is applied
so that the surface charge on the dielectric is dissipated. A typical current-voltage
curve for such a DBD is shown in figure 4. Microdischarge activity is indicated by a
series of fast current pulses which become visible only when the electric field strength
goes above a critical value as the voltage increases. A breakdown occurs two times per
voltage period, when the voltage reaches maximum the microdischarge activity comes
to an end. When the dielectric is charged, the discharge extinguishes and ignites again
in the second half-wave with reversed polarity. As the polarity changes, the discharge
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3 THEORY

Figure 4: Configuration and typical current-voltage measurements of a one-sided vol-
ume DBD. The red legend corresponds to the plasma current IP [38].

current direction changes accordingly. Based on the general description for a DBD
many different configurations can be realized. The most basic of DBDs configurations
is a on-sided volume DBD, with a planar geometry and only one electrode covered.

DBDs are capacitive in nature and can be considered as series connection of capaci-
tors, with CG the capacitance of the gas gap and CD the capacitance of the dielectrics.

A volume DBD with both electrodes covered with dielectric layer can be realized and
has the advantage that both electrodes are protected from the reactive species formed
within the plasma. An equivalent electrical circuit diagram for such a configuration is
shown in figure 5. In this case a third capacitance term is added to the equation

(6)
1

Ccell
=

1

CD1

+
1

CG
+

1

CD2

with the capacitances of the two dielectrics as CD1 and CD2 . Rearranging to make
Ccell the subject gives

(7) Ccell =
CG

1 + CG
CD1

+ CG
CD2

.

For a parallel plate capacitor arrangement with capacitance C = εrε0
A
d

and the
permittivity of air εr = 1 yields
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3.2 Atmospheric Pressure Plasmas

Figure 5: Configuration and equivalent electrical circuit for a symmetric volume DBD
in non-ignited mode [1].

(8) Ccell =
CG

1 + d1
εr1g

+ d2
εr2g

With d1, d2, the thickness of the dielectrics, g, the thickness of the gas gap, εr1 and
εr2 the relative dielectric constants of the dielectrics.
The characteristic current-voltage shows that during operation the equivalent circuit
varies between two states: (i) when the discharge is active, miscrodischarges provide
a means of charge transport between the electrodes, and the gas gap is bypassed so
that the total capacitance is described by the capacitance of the dielectrics only; (ii) in
the phase where the microdischarges are inactive, the total capacitance is reduced and
dominated by the capacitance of the gas gap, and Ccell is described by the series circuit.
When the polarity changes, this whole process is repeated in the opposite direction.
The capacitance of the circuit,thus, oscillates between these two extremes. This process
leads to the characteristic current-voltage curve shown in figure 4. Another established
approach for investigation of DBDs is to generate voltage-versus-charge (V −Q) plots
by performing charge measurements instead of recording current wave forms. In this
classical example of the DBD, the (critical) discharge voltage VB required to ignite the
plasma is considered to be constant during the active phase. With this assumption the
V − Q plot resembles a parallelogram, with the four sides representing the different
phases during one voltage period, as can be seen in figure 4 (bottom right). The slope
of lines corresponds directly to the capacitance of the arrangement in these phases
(C = dQ/dU) [3]. The work performed in the barrier discharge is given by the area
enclosing the parallelogram:

(9) W =

∫ τ

0

UdQ =

∫ τ

0

U
dQ

dt
dt =

∫ τ

0

UIPlasmadt
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3 THEORY

with the duration of a period denoted as τ . The mean power averaged over a period
is then given as

(10) P =
1

τ

∫ τ

0

UIPlasmadt.

According to Kirchhoff’s nodal rule, the total current I0(t) results from the sum
of displacement current IV (t) and plasma current Iplasma. The displacement current
describes the charging and discharging of the total capacitance of the DBD configura-
tion. The plasma current describes the contribution of the motion of charged particles
in the discharge gap to the total current. In order to determine the plasma current the
displacement current must be taken into account. It depends on the capacitance and
the temporal evolution of the voltage as following,

(11) IV (t) = Ccell
dU(t)

dt
.

Since IV (t) is known at a given voltage waveform, Iplasma can be calculated from the
the total current I0(t)

(12) IPlasma = I0(t)− IV (t).

3.2.2 Microdischarge Plasma Chemistry

Ozone was discovered in the middle of the 19th century by Christian Friedrich Schönbein.
In 1857, it was artificially generated within discharges filled with mixtures of oxygen
and air, by Werner von Siemens. To date, ozone is synthesized in the field of water
and air purification due to the disinfecting and highly oxidative effect [2]. In view of
this work, among other things, a focus is placed on the ozone concentration in a vol-
ume DBD. The interpretation of the results requires a basic knowledge of elementary
chemical processes in DBDs. This will be discussed later in this section.

Within the microdischarges a variety of chemical processes take place. In the initial
phase of a filament, processes such as excitation, dissociation, ionization and electron
multiplication initiated by electron multiplication play an important role. The ex-
cited and ionized species in turn initiate chemical reactions that ultimately lead to
the desired reactive species, such as ozone or nitric oxide. In DBDs operated at at-
mospheric pressure the charged and excited particles recombine very quickly before
chemical processes have taken place. The plasma chemistry is therefore mainly based
on free radicals.

The formation of ozone requires atomic oxygen. In a direct way, this is achieved by
stage dissociation of oxygen molecules. Majority of the electron energy in gas mixtures
is converted in excitation processes through collisions with atoms and molecules. Ex-
cited oxygen molecules can then be dissociated in a subsequent stage. Two reaction
paths leading to dissociation of O2 molecules are available:
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3.2 Atmospheric Pressure Plasmas

(13) e+O2 → e+O2(A3

+∑
u

)→ e+O(3P ) +O(3P )

(14) e+O2 → e+O2(B3

−∑
u

)→ e+O(3P ) +O(1D)

Subsequently, a three-body reaction involving oxygen atoms and molecules leads to
the formation of ozone

(15) O +O2 +M → O∗3 +M → O3 +M

where O, O2, O3 or in the case of air also N2, is a third party collision partner
(M). The formation of ozone at atmospheric pressure occurs on a time scale of a few
microseconds, τ2 = 10µs, in pure oxygen. The diffusion of ozone, assuming a volume
with radius R = 100µm, is characterized by the diffusion time constant

(16) τ3 = πR2/D

where D ≈ 0.2 cm2s−1, is the diffusion coefficient of ozone in pure oxygen [47]. It is
evident that

(17) τ1 << τ2 << τ3,

which means that the generation of oxygen atoms occurs much faster than the for-
mation of ozone and that the diffusion of ozone is much slower than the formation of
it. The microdischarge volume can be treated as homogeneous medium since the mean
free path of atoms and molecules at atmospheric pressure, in the order of 100 nm,
is much smaller than the diameter of single microdischarge. In view of the reaction
scheme of oxygen species within a single microdischarge (figure 6), the slow synthesis
of ozone as well as its lifetime in comparison with other species becomes evident.

In addition to ozone, DBDs in air contain nitrogen atoms and molecules, partially
excited, as well as nitrogen ions N+, N+

2 , which complicate the reaction system. Various
nitrogen oxides such as NO, N2O, NO2, NO3 and N2O5 are also generated [2].

The formation of ozone in synthetic dry air, mixtures of 20% oxygen and 80% ni-
trogen, can be summarised as follows. In air, excited nitrogen molecules and nitrogen
atoms formed due to excitation and dissociation of nitrogen molecules can lead to the
formation of additional atomic oxygen:

(18) e+N2 → e+N2(A3

+∑
u

)
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Figure 6: Evolution of different particle species in a microdischarge in synthetic air
(20% O2 + 80% N2) [3].

(19) e+N2 → e+N2(B3
∏
u

)

(20) N∗2 (A,B) +O2 → N2 + 2O

(21) N∗2 (A,B) +O2 → N2O +O

(22) e+N2 → e+ 2N

(23) N +O2 → NO +O

(24) N +NO → N2 +O

Since the formation of ozone in air is based on these indirect reactions of O pro-
duction, ozone synthesis in air takes about ten times longer (≈ 100µs) than in pure
oxygen discharges [2]. These indirect reactions are, however, responsible for about half
of the ozone formed.

The availability of atomic oxygen is not only necessary for the formation of ozone
but also for the formation of nitric oxide. In air, dissociation of nitrogen molecules
happens after dissociation of oxygen molecules since the bond of oxygen is weaker than
that of nitrogen [48]. That is, reactions 13 and 14 take place sooner than reaction 22.
At higher ratios for nitrogen and oxygen mixtures as feed gas, certain levels NO/NO2

concentrations can be produced that result in breakdown of the ozone formation. This
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3.2 Atmospheric Pressure Plasmas

is known as discharge poisoning and can also be achieved by reducing the flow of gas
or by extremely high power input. Under such conditions, oxygen atoms are consumed
faster due to reactions with nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide, together known as NOx.
This interferes with the formations of ozone characterized by the slower reaction 15.

Nitric oxide is produced mainly via reaction:

(25) O +N2 → NO +N.

Electrons with higher energies, are capable of dissociating nitrogen molecules to
produce atomic nitrogen. Collisions of nitrogen molecules with a third party collision
parter can result in the production of more atomic nitrogen. Having both atomic
oxygen and nitrogen available, the following reaction can lead to more nitric oxide:

(26) N +O +M → NO +M

Other relevant reactions contributing to the formation of nitric oxide, starting with
highest reaction rate, are given below:

(27) NO+
2 → NO +O

(28) O +N2O → 2NO

(29) O +N2O → NO +O2

(30) N +O3 → NO +O2

After operation, the nitric oxide decreases as it is consumed by reactions with other
plasma species, some of which are:

(31) O3 +NO → NO2 +O2

(32) N +NO → N2 +O

(33) O +NO +M → NO2 +M

In this work the DBD is operated with dry clean air. Firstly, because the presence
of humidity in the feed gas has a negative effect on ozone generation. For example,
it leads to the formation of OH and HO2, which hamper the formation of ozone in
subsequent reactions. Additionally, OH radicals can react rapidly with NO and NO2

molecules to form HNO2 and HNO3, thereby consuming the nitric oxide [2].
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3.3 Spectroscopy

3.3.1 Optical Emission Spectroscopy for the Determination of Gas Temperature

The intensity of emission is related to the density of particles in the excited state. OES
can be used to determine the gas temperature TG, the electron velocity distribution
function EVDF , the electron density ne.

Due to various broadening mechanisms, such as pressure broadening, Doppler broad-
ening and Stark broadening, the intensity of a transition is not limited to its maximum,
but includes line profile centred around a central wavelength λ0. The intensity of the
transition includes the following integral:

(34) Iij =

∫ λmax

λmin

I(λ)dλ.

An absolute calibration takes into account how many photons correspond to a count
and as such gives direct access to plasma parameters. The emission spectra in plasmas
of air show for the most part the emission lines of nitrogen and nitrogen oxides.

In this work OES will be used to determine the gas temperature TG by considering
the transition of the second positive system N2(C − B) at ≈ 337.1nm of the nitrogen
molecule(see figure 7). The assumption here is that the excitation in both states occurs
only from the ground state by electron impact excitation. A scheme of energy levels
and possible transitions is shown in figure 8. The following excitation process thus
plays a role:

Figure 7: Measured emission spectrum, of AC operated plane parallel discharge gap
DBD with synthetic air as feed gas, and the considered nitrogen transition
N2(C −B) at ≈ 337.1 nm.

(35) N2

(
X1
∑

+
g

)
+ e→ N2(C3Πu) + e
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3.3 Spectroscopy

Figure 8: Excitation scheme of nitrogen molecules emission N2(C−B) in synthetic air
plasma [49].

Figure 9: Simulated and measured spectrum of the N2(C −B) transition.

17



3 THEORY

Step excitation from the metastable N2(A) is neglected, because the density of ni-
trogen metastable nN2(A) is negligible due to effective quenching as a result of collisions
with oxygen molecules. To determine the gas temperature another assumption is made.
Given the atmospheric pressure and the associated high impact probability, equilibrium
between the rotational and translational degrees of freedom of nitrogen molecules in
the ground state N2(X) is assumed. Owing to the selection rules for molecular tran-
sitions ∆J = 0, ±1, the rotational distribution of the N2(C) state excited by elastic
collisions with electrons only slightly differs from that in the ground state N2(X). Con-
sequently, the rotational temperatures of the excited nitrogen molecules are the same
and correspond to the gas temperature according to Trot = Tg [50]. Furthermore, it is
crucial that the rotation temperature of the ground state is projected to the rotation
temperature of the excited state. This can only take place if, in the case of an electron
impact, the time for an excitation transition is shorter than a rotation period. In that
case the rotation remains unimpaired and the excitation is linear. The same princi-
ple applied to vibration is the Frank-Condon Principle. If the rotation distribution of
N2(C −B) is occupied only by the ground state, the intensity of the rotation band Ij
depends only on the rotation quantum number J and the rotation temperature Tg and
follows with a scaling factor a, the rotation constant Bν and the Boltzmann constant
kB

(36) Irot(J, Trot) = a · J · exp
(
−Bν · J(J + 1)

kB · Trot

)
.

The in intensities of the N2(C −B) rotation bands are simulated for different rotation
temperatures, with the same spectral resolution as the spectrometer in use, and com-
pared with the measured spectra. An example of this fitting process is shown in figure
9.

3.3.2 Optical Absorption Spectroscopy

In the case of absorption spectroscopy, the recorded attenuation of radiation field is
correlated with the particle density in the lower state (ground state). The principle
of absorption spectroscopy (see figure 10) is based on an intense source of radiation,
either lasers or intense broadband sources. The radiation is collimated by an optical
component. The collimated radiation then passes through a plasma layer which is
regarded as homogeneous and is focused again and fed to a detector. Before the light
is fed to the detector it can be passed through a band-pass filter allowing transmission
of only a limited wavelength region, in order not to saturate the detector. The intensity
of a collimated beam through a medium decreases exponentially as described by the
Lambert-Beer given by equation 83.

Nitric oxide
The (0,0) band of the NO γ(A2

∑
−X2

∏
) system at 226.2 nm is the longest absorption

band in the UV region and is often used for detection of nitric oxide densities. Spectral
distribution of the NO γ system, including the (1,1), (2,2), (1,0), (0,1) and (0,2) bands,
is shown in figure 11. These other bands correspond to higher electronic-vibrational
energy states and are not populated sufficiently. Therefore, absorption of NO molecules
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3.3 Spectroscopy

Figure 10: Schematic of setup for Absorption Spectroscopy.

in these bands is negligible. This is the main reason why the wavelength range around
the second band head of the γ(0,0) transition is utilized.

Figure 11: Emission spectrum of the EDL in the region of the NO γ(A2
∑
−X2

∏
)

system.

Ozone
The concentration of ozone is determined using the Beer-Lambert law. The absorp-
tion of ozone between 200-250 nm (the Hartley band) is considered. The temperature
dependence of the absorption cross-section is known for this wavelength range The
absorption cross-section of ozone as a function of wavelength is shown in figure 12.

Nitric oxide and ozone are the most common species in atmospheric pressure plasmas.
The fact that nitric oxide molecule has a short lifetime of a few seconds, especially in
the presence of ozone required direct measurement of the nitric oxide concentration
(see figure 6) [3, 52]. Ozone is assumed to be the only other absorbing species in the
region of γ(0,0) transition around 226 nm. The total absorbance due to ozone and
nitric oxide in this region is
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Figure 12: Absorption cross section of ozone in the Hartley band at room temperature
[51].

(37) − ln
( It(λ226)

I0(λ226)

)
tot

= lNO · nNO · σNO(λ226) + lO3 · nO3 · σO3(λ226)

where the subscripts are indicate the species or the wavelength region of interest
(ROI). The density of ozone is determined by application of the Beer-Lambert law to
the region corresponding to the γ(0,1), around 236, where absorption of nitric oxide is
considered to be negligible

(38) − ln
( It(λ236)

I0(λ236)

)
tot

= lO3 · nO3 · σO3(λ236) −→ nO3

Having the density of ozone is determined it is used to find the absorbance due to
nitric oxide only, given by

(39) − ln
( It
I0

)
tot

= −ln
( It(λ226)

I0(λ226)

)
tot
− lO3 · nO3 · σO3(λ226).

It is considered that the ozone produced within the DBD diffuses rapidly such that
for a duration of a single measurement it fills the entire volume of the vessel. The 2
quartz view ports parallel to one another on opposite sides of the vessel, through which
the light propagates, are 5 cm apart. The absorption path length of ozone lO3 = 5 cm
is chosen. The absorption path length for nitric oxide is considered to be lNO = 1 cm,
based on the outer radius of the dielectric coated upper electrode.
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4 Apparatus

4.1 Electrodeless Discharge Lamp

The resonance absorption method relies on a light source capable of producing the NO
(0,0)γ band emission to match the absorption spectrum of the nitric oxide. This is the
basis for why it should yield much larger absorption signals and much lower detection
limits compared to a continuous source. The line source used in this worked is an
electrodeless discharge lamp ACI EDL-NO from ACI Analytical Control Instruments
GmbH in Berlin (Germany). This light source must provide sufficiently high intensity
over long periods of time. The drift of this EDL measured with the QE65000 spec-
trometer is < 0.16 % over a period of 40 minutes. An electrodeless discharge lamp
(EDL) usually consist of a glass tubing (Pyrex, quartz) filled with a gas mixture under
a low pressure. In our case it is filed with N2 : O2 mixture. The lamp is placed in
high-frequency generator coil and a microwave field is applied to the the gas. As result
of this the gas mixture is ionised causing excited atoms to produce the emission of
UV/VIS radiation. Figure 13 shows the emission spectrum of the EDL, where it is
clear that the N2(C-B) emission is far larger than the NO(A-X) band emissions.

This is why a band pass filter was used in order not to oversaturate the spectrome-
ters. The transmission of the band pass filter is displayed in figure 14 and allows for

Figure 13: Spectrum of the EDL filled with nitrogen and oxygen mixture, showing the
NO (A-X) and N2(C-B) bands.

transmission of radiation vibrational bands of the NOγ system, which we intend to use
for the determination of nitric oxide and ozone densities. The maximum transmission
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of this filter at the central wavelength (CWL) is about 20 %.

Figure 14: Transmission of the band pass filter measured with the Deuterium lamp in
combination with the QE65000 spectrometer.

Figure 15: Emission spectrum of the EDL showing with the NO γ system and the
LIFBASE generated absorption spectrum of NO in the same wavelength
region.

Figure 15 shows the emission spectrum of this light source and the LIFBASE gener-
ated absorption spectrum of nitric oxide with Trot = 440 K. This is the temperature of
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4.2 Deuterium Lamp

the plasma at operating conditions which resulted in detection of nitric oxide. Absorp-
tion of nitric oxide is negligible in the γ(0,1) band and emission from the EDL in this
region is therefore adequate for detection of ozone. This is why for the measurements
with the EDL, this band is used for determining ozone densities.

4.2 Deuterium Lamp

Figure 16: Emission spectrum of the Deuterium lamp in the spectral region of interest.

The continuous source used in this work offers several important advantages. Com-
pared to the EDL it has much higher intensity in the region of interest and therefore
could provide higher signal to noise ratio. This compensates for the lower absorption
signal it yields compared to a line source. The continuum source used in this work is
a deuterium lamp (X2D2, Hamamatsu, Japan) with an output drift, measured with
QE65000, below 0.05 % per hour. The emission spectrum of this lamp, measured with
the ESA4000 spectrometer, is shown in figure 16.

4.3 Echelle ESA4000 Spectrometer

For emission spectroscopy carried out in this work, a calibrated an Echelle spectrometer
ESA4000 from LLA Instruments GmbH (Figure 17) is used. This spectrometer is
sensitive in the spectral range between 200 nm and 800 nm with a spectral resolution
of 0.015 nm < ∆λ < 0.06 nm. It has resolution high enough to allow investigation of
well resolved rotational and vibrational bands [53,54].
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Figure 17: Scheme of the broadband echelle spectrometer ESA4000 [53].

Light entering through an optical fiber (not shown in figure 17) is guided into the
spectrometer and passes through a fixed entrance slit. The exit of this optical fiber acts
as a secondary light source in front of the entrance slit. The light is collimated by a
mirror and hits the Echelle grating. The grating is slightly inclined with respect to the
optical axis. The grating generates up to hundred overlapping diffraction orders which
are separated by the quartz prism in front of the grating as a two-dimensional pattern.
This pattern is imaged via another mirror on the CCD detector (Kodak KAF-1001
frame transfer CCD). Using a built-in microchannel plate (MCP) image intensifier,
even very low light intensities can be measured [53].

4.4 Ocean Optics QE65000 Spectrometer

A QE65000 spectrometer from Ocean Optics is also available for optical absorption
spectroscopy. This spectrometer is furthermore used for measuring transmission of the
band-pass filter and the output drift of the two light sources. The various components
that the spectrometer consists of are shown in figure 18.

The light is first collected by an optical fiber (1) and passes through a fixed entrance
slit (2) in the optical bench. The spectrometer is designed as a symmetrically crossed
Czerny-Turner spectrometer. Optionally, the light can be passed through filter (3) so as
to restrict the transmission of radiation to a pre-determined wavelength range. A mirror
(4) reflects the light as a collimated light beam and direct towards the blazed grating
(5). This grating consists of several regular reflective surfaces inclined at an angle to
and produce an angular distribution corresponding to the diffraction pattern. Due to
their inclination, they produce a path difference in the reflection of the rays, which
leads to an interference phenomenon. Light from the collimating mirror is diffracted
by the grating and directed towards the focusing mirror (6). This mirror images the
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Figure 18: Scheme of the broadband QE65000 spectrometer [55].

interference pattern on a cooled Hamamatsu S7031-1006 CCD Detector (8). This
detector is ideal for low-light detection. It can provide up to 90% quantum efficiency,
which improves light collection and signal-to-noise significantly. The spectrometer
records spectra in the range of 200 - 900 nm with a resolution of 1.3 nm [55].

4.5 The Volumetric Dielectric Barrier Discharge (VDBD)

The plasma source investigated is a Volumetric Dielectric Barrier Discharge (VDBD).
The VDBD is a single driven copper electrode coated in an Al2O3 dielectric. The outer
radius of the dielectric is 1 cm. The opposite electrode is distanced 1 mm from the
driven electrode. It is a grounded aluminium plate with a silicon waver placed on top.
The thickness of the wafer is 1 mm. The waver is supposed to limit the formation of in-
dividual filaments and ensure a nearly homogeneous discharge. The Conductivity of the
anode can influence the transformation of Townsend discharge in to filamentary or ho-
mogeneous discharge. In a separate study , during OES characterisation of the VDBD
plasma in our experiment the echelle spectrometer observed both discharge modes. As
described in [56], after primary avalanches reach the anode, two different discharges can
be ignited, either a filamentary discharge or homogeneous discharge. In homogeneous
mode a Townsend threshold takes place, ionization processes are no longer dominated
by electron impact ionization; as the second mechanism Penning ionization contributes
to the generation of charge carriers preventing fast growing streamers.

The plasma ignites in the gap between the driven copper electrode and the counter
electrode. The VDBD is also cased in a grounded aluminium housing that has 2 quartz
view ports parallel to one another on opposite sides of the chamber (see figure 19). The
electrode is located in the middle of the chamber and the distance between the two
view ports is 5 cm, which is the dimension associated with the absorption path length
of ozone lO3 . Figure 20 shows the critical dimensions of the VDBD configuration.
Using phase-resolved optical emission spectroscopy (PROES), this plasma source was
characterized regarding electron density and reduced electric field in Baldus et al [57].
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A more detailed description of the plasma source can be found in [52].

Figure 19: The VDBD in its casing with the two quartz view ports permitting the
transmission of radiation.

Figure 20: Schematic setup of the VDBD with the critical dimensions.

4.6 Comparison of Light Sources and Spectrometers

The measurement performed with EDL based on the knowledge that the EDL would
provide a higher absorption signal (see figure 23) when combined with the high res-
olution Echelle spectrometer. The main disadvantage of using the EDL is that the
NO γ emission from lamp is very low, especially after it passes through the band pass
filter. When measured with the same spectrometer the light intensity of the continuum
light source in the region of interest is much higher than the EDL, and thus provides
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a better signal to noise ratio. This is clearly evident in table 1, where the contin-
uum light provides a much higher signal, even when the exposure time of the same
spectrometer (QE65000) for the EDL is higher. Although the line source used in this
experiment should should a yield high absorption coefficient compared to the contin-
uum light source, its low output signal limits the densities detectable. The line source
(EDL) would have given a higher sensitivity and allowed us to detect lower densities
of nitric oxide only if the two light source had the same intensity. This unfortunately
is not the case.

The high resolution Echelle spectrometer is far more capable of resolving emission
lines compared to the QE65000 spectrometer. This allows for analysis of the rotational
structure of bands in order to the determine the temperature of either the EDL or
the plasma. Its major drawback compared to the QE65000 is that its sensitivity and
signal to noise ratio is considerably lower due to its lower quantum efficiency CCD
detector. The exposure times of the QE65000 spectrometer can be up to 15 minutes,
much higher than the Echelle spectrometer, which greatly enhance the detection limit.
The higher exposure times and lower read out noise of the QE65000 results in a much
lower uncertainty, 0.15% as opposed to 2.00% for the Echelle spectrometer.

Table 1: Comparison of signal to noise ratio of measurements for the combination of
light sources and spectrometers used in this work.

Spectrometer and Light
source

Exposure
time

Number of
averages

Signal error
S/N
ratio

uncertainty

QE65000 + EDL 20 s 5 7242 11 661 0.15 %

QE65000 + D2 Lamp 8 s 5 161718 78 2064 0.05 %

ESA4000 + EDL 2.15 s 50 1120 19 59 2 %
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5 Analysis

5.1 Calibration

This work is focused on investigating methods of measuring nitric oxide densities. One
of the methods is to using the resonance absorption technique whereby radiation from
a narrow line source and the other method is to use a continuum light source. The
resonant absorption method relies on the excellent spectral match between source and
absorber lines which is the basis of the high sensitivity it provides compared to contin-
uum absorption. It is therefore crucial to understand the absorption of radiation by NO
in the γ(0,0) band. In the case of the resonant absorption technique the transmission
depends both on the width of the discrete emission lines coming from a narrow-line
lamp and the width of the Doppler and collision broadened absorbing lines of the
medium.

Figure 21: Illustration of spectral line shape for different values of the ratio of the
pressure broadened half-width to the Doppler half-width, a′ [58].

Width of the emission lines EDL

The width of the emission lines from a narrow-line lamp depend on the gas pressure
and temperature within the lamp. The gas pressure is usually very low, such that
Doppler broadening can be considered to be the dominant broadening mechanism. If
the gas temperature of the narrow line lamp is known, the actual width of the lines
of the (0,0) γ band of NO can be calculated using equation 87. The temperature of
the lamp is found by recording the NO γ (0,0) band and comparing the rotational
distribution of the emitted radiation from the lamp with the LIFBASE generated
emissions spectrum for different Trot. Section 3.3.1 describes this procedure in more
detail.

Width of the absorbing lines
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The width of the absorbing lines is governed by Doppler and pressure broadening.
Doppler broadening is a function of the gas temperature. Pressure broadening is gov-
erned by the gas pressure of the absorbing medium (the plasma), which is assumed to
be the pressure inside the casing in which DBD is housed. In this work the DBD is fed
with mixtures of nitrogen and oxygen at atmospheric pressure, starting with synthetic
air, subsequently increasing the fraction of nitrogen incrementally until 100% nitrogen
is fed into the discharge. This means that absorption lines of the NO (0,0) γ band
are mainly broadened by nitrogen. For NO pressurized by 1 atm of nitrogen pressure
broadening is the dominant broadening mechanism. For example at a temperature of
300 K and total pressure of 1 atm, the FWHM of the Doppler component (∆νi)D is
about 0.0005 nm and the pressure broadening FWHM is (∆νi)L = 0.0044 nm [59]. As
described in Appendix 8.2.2, these broadening mechanisms heavily affect the broaden-
ing parameter a′, and therefore also the absorption coefficient as suggested by equation
93. The width of the absorber line increases and the absorption coefficient decreases
as a′ increases, as shown graphically in figure 21. For example it is reported that the
average absorption coefficient decreases from 150 cm−1 atm−1 at low pressure (pure
Doppler broadening) to 56 cm−1 at 1 atm total pressure.

For a given temperature Tgas of the absorbing gas, the absorption spectrum of the
NO (0,0) γ can be generated with LIFBASE. Using equation 87, Tgas as input LIF-
BASE calculates Doppler broadening. It can also take into account the contribution of
pressure broadening. The Doppler and pressure broadened absorption spectrum for the
NO(0,0) γ transition generated with LIFBASE is normalized using the Einstein tran-
sition probability of spontaneous emission A(ν

′
) given by equation 81. LIFBASE has

comprehensive database with Einstein emission and absorption coefficients, radiative
lifetimes, transition probabilities as frequencies which are used. The Franck-Condon
factors q(ν

′
, ν
′′
) as well as A(ν

′
) for the transition NO(0,0) γ given in the table 2.

With these constants known, the normalization of equation 81 then yields the absorp-
tion coefficients kν for individual lines. The absorption cross section for nitric oxide σ
is related to absorption coefficients by equation 85, both of which are shown in figure
22.

In the case of a continuum light source a constant value is used for I0. If the source is
a line source then I0 is a line shape with the center frequency corresponding to that of
the absorption line. In this work the source line width is not the same as the absorbing
gas line width. Firstly, in terms of Doppler broadening due to the difference difference
in temperature between the source and the absorbing gas, and secondly because the
absorber line width is broadened due to pressure broadening, whereas the sourceline
widths are not. Consequently, absorbing line-widths are much broader than the narrow
EDL source line-widths. That is to say, the dominant broadening mechanism in the
EDL source is Doppler broadening, whereas in absorbing gas it pressure broadening.
The light reduction from the light sources, the transmitted light, It = I0e

−σNl, through
the DBD plasma for a given optical path length is simulated for different NO densities.
This procedure allows the simulation of calibration curves, which give the relationship
between the absorbance (ln(I0/It)) and concentration of nitric oxide. This simulated
curve (ln(I0/It) versus NO density) is used for determination of the density of NO.
Figure 23 shows the calibration curves for the different combinations of light source and
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Figure 22: The absorption cross section and the absorption coefficient in the range
of NO (0-0)γ band with Trot = 440 K and the FWHM of the Doppler
component (∆νi)D = 0.0006 nm and the pressure broadening (∆νi)L =
0.0044 nm.

Table 2: Vibrational transition probabilities for NO γ band, with the Einstein transi-
tion probability of spontaneous emission and the Franck-Condon factor used
by LIFBASE [60].

NO A-X
band
(ν
′
ν
′′
)

qν′ν′′ λν′ν′′ (Å) fν′ν′′ Aν′ν′′ (s−1)

0,0 0.16511 2265 3.559E-04 9.261E+05

0,1 0.26181 2366 5.733E-04 1.368E+05

0,2 0.23627 2447 5.262E-04 1.148E+05

0,3 0.16042 2590 3.645E-04 7.252E+05

0,4 0.09154 2716 2.131E-04 3.855E+05

0,5 0.04651 2853 1.115E-04 1.828E+05
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spectrometers used in this work. More detailed descriptions on the light sources and
spectrometers used for this work follows in the coming sections. Using these calibration
curves, for a given combination of light source and spectrometers, the concentration of
nitric oxide by measuring the initial and transmitted intensities can be deduced.

The emission and absorption spectra generated with LIFBASE are convolved with
a spectrometer slit function of arbitrary width. This is a useful feature as it enables
generation of spectra that correspond with the resolution of the spectrometer used
in our experiments. With a higher resolution spectrometer the spectra shows more
resolved lines which allows averaging over more lines, providing a higher sensitivity.
However, the actual line width of lines is much smaller than the slit width of both
spectrometers used in this work. The spectra recorded with the spectrometers therefore
shows pairs of lines which can be regarded as completely unresolved and treated as a
single lines over which the averaging process is performed.

Figure 23: Calibration curves generated using LIFBASE for the the different combina-
tions of light source and spectrometers used in this work.

5.2 Measurement Procedure

Via pump and mass flow controllers, the gas-flow conditions are controlled at 2 slm
along a perpendicular axis to the windows. This flow rate is chosen so as not to
significantly influence the discharge itself.

The electrodes themselves are operated by a high voltage / medium frequency gener-
ator G2000 from Redline. This generator generates damped sine wave pulses operating
at a maximum of 4 kHz. The sinusoidal signal is modulated via a rectangular pulses,
variable in frequency, width and amplitude. Measurements for the VDBD were pre-
formed at varying gas mixtures, peak to peak voltages, and modulation frequencies as
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Table 3: Gas mixture, combination of peak to peak voltage and frequency settings for
measurements.

%N2 %O2 Voltage (peak to peak) Frequency

100 0 18 kV 1000 Hz

99.5 0.5 24 kV 300 Hz

99 1 24 kV 1000 Hz

80 20 - -

seen in table 3. The plasma of the VDBD most commonly fills the cylindrical volume
located directly between the circular bottom of the driven electrode and the surface of
the opposite electrode. Under strong discharge conditions (high modulation frequencies
combined high voltages), plasma filaments can be seen extending up the outer radius of
the dielectric coating. The feed gas is supplied by two mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst
El-Flow Prestige, Bronkhorst, Germany). Nitrogen and oxygen (Alphagaz, Air Liq-
uide, Germany) with purity 5.0 are used as feed gas in this study. The experimental
setup around which the light sources and spectrometers were arranged for absorption
spectroscopy is shown figure 24. The pressure inside the aluminium housing is main-
tained at 1 atm.

Figure 24: Schematic setup for absorption spectroscopy measurements.

Figure 25 shows the experimental setup for nitric oxide measurements. The radiation
from the light source is collimated by a collimation lens with focal length of 10 cm.
The collimated beam of radiation passes through the electrode gap of the VDBD with
the aid of an aperture. Thereafter, the light travelled through the aluminium housing
passes through the band pass filter before it illuminates the collimating lens attached to
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Figure 25: The VDBD source, including all the apparatus for optical absorption spec-
troscopy.

the optical fibre of the spectrometer. After the aluminium housing is fed with the gas
mixtures 4 different measurements are taken in a specific order as enumerated in table
3. The first measurement, M1, represents the output from the light source I0. The
abbreviation (NP-WL) is short for ”no plasma with lamp” and goes without saying in
analogous manner for the other measurements. The transmitted intensity It is found
by subtracting M2 from M3, thus It = M2−M3.

Table 4: Measurement procedure for deduction of I0 and It = M2-M3.

Measurement Plasma source Light Source Notation

M1 off on NP-WL

M2 on on WP-WL

M3 on off WP-NL

M4 off off NP-NL

5.3 Analysis of Spectra

In this section the aim is to describe clearly which regions of the spectra recorded are
to be used for determining the densities of nitric oxide and which for ozone. For the
densities of nitric oxide the Beer-Lambert law is applied to the region corresponding
to the NO γ (0,0) transition around 226 nm.

The three measurements M1, M2 and M3, with the background M4 subtracted
from all the spectra, is shown in figure 26(a). The initial intensity I0 emitted by the
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light source and the transmitted intensity It, in the region of 226 nm where both nitric
oxide and ozone species absorb light, is shown in figure 26(b). The exact peak used to
determine the density of nitric oxide is shown in figure 26(c) and 26(d). The absorption
spectrum of nitric oxide for Trot = 440 K is also added to show that the absorption
due to NO molecules in this region is strong. As explained in section 3.3.2, the density
of ozone and its contribution to the signal must be corrected for using equation 38.
The emission of NO γ (0,1) transition from the light source and the plasma, where
absorption of NO is negligible, is shown in figure 26(e) and (d). Figure 27 (left) shows
the density of ozone determined with a linear fit. The transmitted intensity in the
region of the NO γ (0,0) transition with the contribution of ozone subtracted from the
signal using equation 39 is displayed in figure 27 (right). The area under the curve,
between the red cross-hairs, is used to determine a value for I0 and It.

Figures 28 and 29 are analogues to 26 but represent measurements performed with
the other two combinations of light source and spectrometer. For the Deuterium lamp
combined with the QE65000, a different region (see figure 29(e)), where the intensity
of the Deuterium lamp is the highest is used to determine the density of ozone. In
this region the intensity of the lamp is higher than in the region of the NO γ (0,1)
transition and the absorption of nitric oxide molecules is negligible.
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5.3 Analysis of Spectra

(a) Measurements M1, M2 and M3 (b) I0 and It

(c) ROI for NO (d) Region integrated for NO

(e) ROI for O3 (d) I0 and It for O3

Figure 26: Analysis of spectra recorded with the Echelle spectrometer and the EDL as
light source. VDBD operated with gas mixture 99 % N2 and 1 % O2, for
a modulation frequency of 1000 Hz and applied voltage of 24 kVpp. The
vertical red markers indicate the region of interest.
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Figure 27: Density of ozone determined with a fit (left) and the transmitted inten-
sity taking into account contribution of O3 (right), where the vertical red
markers indicate the region of interest.
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5.3 Analysis of Spectra

(a) Measurements M1, M2 and M3 (b) I0 and It

(c) ROI for NO (d) Region integrated for NO

(e) ROI for O3 (d) I0 and It for O3

Figure 28: Analysis of spectra recorded with the QE65000 spectrometer and the EDL
as light source. VDBD operated with gas mixture 100 % N2, for a modula-
tion frequency of 1000 Hz and applied voltage of 24 kVpp. The vertical red
markers indicate the region of interest.
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(a) Measurements M1, M2 and M3 (b) I0 and It

(c) ROI for NO (d) Region integrated for NO

(e) ROI for O3
(d) I0 and It for O3

Figure 29: Analysis of spectra recorded with the QE65000 spectrometer and the Deu-
terium Lamp as light source. VDBD operated with gas mixture 100 % N2,
for a modulation frequency of 1000 Hz and applied voltage of 24 kVpp. The
vertical red markers indicate the region of interest.
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6 Results and Discussion

6.1 Gas Temperature

Figure 30: Measured spectrum of the EDL and the emission spectrum generated LIF-
BASE showing the NO(0,0)γ band.

Figure 31: Rotational structure of the N2(C− B, 0− 0) of the VDBD measured in gas
mixture 100 % N2 and 0 % O2.

The emission spectrum of the VDBD operated with gas mixture 100 % N2, modula-
tion frequency 1000 Hz and applied voltage of 24 kVpp, yielding results with signifi-
cant absorption due to NO, in the region of interest is shown in figure 32. With the
method described in section 3.3.1, the temperature of the plasma source is determined
as Trot = (440 ± 20) K and Trot = (420 ± 20) K at 1000 Hz versus 24 kVpp and 1000
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6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hz versus 18 kVpp (see figure 31), respectively. The relative uncertainty of the gas
temperature results from the standard deviation. This fundamental plasma parameter
is used effectively to generate the absorption spectrum of the absorbing NO molecules.
Using this parameter the calibration curves (figure 23), giving the relationship between
the measured absorbance ln(I0/It) and the density are generated.

In order to generate the emission spectrum I0 for the purpose of generating cali-
bration curves for the EDL, the temperature of the EDL is determined and amounts
to Trot = (1200 ± 200) K. The simulated spectrum for a rotational temperature of
Trot = 1200 K is also shown for comparison as can be seen in figure 30. As aforemen-
tioned, this temperature is used to determine the Doppler broadening of the NO(0,0)
γ band, which is the dominant broadening mechanism of the EDL.

6.2 Emission Spectra

Figure 32 (right) shows the emission spectrum of the VDBD in synthetic air, recorded
with the echelle spectrometer. The emission spectrum between 300-450 nm is mainly
dominated by of vibrational bands of second positive N2(C− B) and first negative
N2(C− B) systems of nitrogen. Figure 32 (left) shows the absence of molecular nitrogen
oxide emission, which seems to indicate that the emission within these band is not
sufficiently high, most likely due as due to the absence of sufficient excited nitric oxide.
As the fraction of nitrogen in the feed gas increases, so does the emission from the NO
γ(0,0) band as there is more nitrogen present to form nitric oxide, which can be excited
to emit radiation (see figure 33). Interestingly, figure 35 shows that the ozone densities
decrease when the fraction of oxygen in the feed gas mixtures is reduced. Both the NO
γ emission spectra of the plasma and the ozone density results agree that there is trade
off between the densities of these two species and depends on the feed gas, i.e. fraction
of nitrogen and oxygen mixture. For example, in the case of synthetic air there is more
oxygen present for the formation of ozone through reaction 15, and emission from the
NO γ bands is hardly visible (see figure 33).

6.3 Ozone Densities

As seen in Figure 35, the ozone densities increase with increasing power density in
the case of synthetic air (80% N2 and 20% O2). It is clear that the ozone density
is dependent on the concentration of molecular oxygen. In the trivial case of 100
% N2 the ozone density is undetectable with when using the EDL, independent of
which spectrometer is used, which is why the densities are negative and the relative
uncertainty, due to the large error bars, is high. The Deuterium lamp combined with
the QE6500 does show that the density of ozone increases with power density. As the
percentage of oxygen increases, so does the production and therefore concentration of
ozone. However, it is interesting to note that in the case of neither 99 % N2 or 99.5% N2,
the density of ozone produced does not increase with with power density. Nevertheless,
in either cases the ozone density higher at 1000 Hz versus 24 kVpp than at 1000 Hz
versus 18 kVpp.

Baldus et al have performed characterisation of the exact same DBD using OES, OAS
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6.3 Ozone Densities

Figure 32: Emission spectrum of the of the VDBD in synthetic air, gas mixture 80 % N2

and 20 % O2, for a modulation frequency of 1000 Hz and applied voltage
of 24 kVpp. (left) shows the spectrum between 200-500 nm and (right)
shows a close up with annotation of the various vibrational bands within
the N2(C− B) system

Figure 33: Emission NO γ(0,0) spectrum of the of the VDBD with different fraction
of nitrogen and oxygen gas mixtures, for a modulation frequency of 1000
Hz and applied voltage of 24 kVpp. Spectrum (left) measured with the
high resolution Echelle spectrometer and (right) with the low resolution
QE65000 spectrometer
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and numerical simulation. In their investigation, plasma parameters such as electron
density and reduced electric field, were determined and used to calculate the production
of active species in the plasma volume and to simulate chemical kinetics in the air
plasma afterglow. All the reactions included in their 0D-simulations are referenced
in [57]. Their simulations were done for a single current pulse, a DBD operated in
air at an applied voltage of 27 kVpp and frequency of 120 Hz. At these conditions
they found an simulated ozone density of 1.2·1016 cm−3 in 10 ms after discharge. With
OAS, using exact the same apparatus as in this investigation, a deuterium lamp and
broadband spectrometer (Ocean Optics, QE65000), they found a radial averaged ozone
density of 3·1016 cm−3. This result agrees very well with our results for ozone at 24
kVpp and frequency of 300 Hz (see figure 35).

The main reaction path leading to the formation of O3 is dissociation of O2 by
electron impact dissociation (reaction 13 and 14). Atomic oxygen is produced in the
afterglow via dissociation of the ozone by exited oxygen species and by dissociation of
oxygen by excited nitrogen. Via reaction 15 most of the O reacts with O2 to form O3.

Atomic oxygen is important for both the formation of ozone and nitric oxide. As the
fraction of O2 in the feed gas decreases less atomic oxygen ism formed via reactions
13 and 14, to stimulate formation of ozone via subsequent reaction. As can be seen
from figure 33 the nitric oxide density is increases with increasing as the fraction of
N2 in the feed gas. Recombination of oxygen atom can occur, whereby O is consumed
by NO to form NO2 via reaction 33. The other process responsible for consumption
of O is by reaction with NO2 to form NO (see reaction 27). The O3 density can
further decreases when it reacts with NO2 to form NO3. Hence as the fraction of
oxygen in the feed gas the decreases, less atomic oxygen is available for the formation
of ozone as it is consumed via recombination reactions with NOx species. In addition
O3 is consumed directly via reactions with NO (reaction 31), N (reaction 30) and NO2

via O3 + NO2 → NO3 + O2. It is reported that O3 formation ceases once the NOx

concentration reaches a level at which the oxygen atoms react faster with NO and NO2

than they can react with O2 to form O3 [61]. Due to the large rate coefficients of
reactions involving NO and NO2, low concentrations of nitric oxide interfere with the
formation of ozone [57].

6.4 Nitric Oxide Densities

The QE65000 spectrometer combined with the high intensity output of the Deuterium
lamp, provides the highest possible signal to noise ratio. The measured NO density
yielded results only with gas mixtures of with 100 % nitrogen as feed gas (see figure
37 and table 5). When the VDBD is operated at this gas mixture, the NO γ emission
from the plasma is highest and the ozone densities lowest. When operated 24 kVpp and
1000 Hz, nitrogen oxide density of 4.1·1014 cm−3 is measured. The densities measured
with 18 kVpp and 1000 Hz is almost half that value and amounted to 2.0·1014 cm−3.
The measured absorbance with 24 kVpp and 300 Hz, the lowest power density, yielded
an absorbance not differentiable from the standard deviation error, i.e. the densities
are too low for detection under this plasma condition.

The simulations done by Baldus et al also included the production of NO. As afore-
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6.4 Nitric Oxide Densities

Figure 34: Simulated temporal development of the particle species in the DBD after-
glow after one single pulse in synthetic air (20% O2 + 80% N2) [57].

mentioned, the simulations were for a DBD operated in air at an applied voltage of 27
kVpp and frequency of 120 Hz. At these conditions they found an simulated steady
state NO density of 3.5·1013 cm−3. The difference with our measurements is that our
measurements were performed with at different gas mixtures, whereas their simulation
was performed in air. Therefore we cannot compare our results. However, the fact
that their simulated NO density in air are lower than the measured densities of NO in
this work, with 100 % nitrogen as feed gas, makes sense. Firstly, since their simulation
was performed at a much lower input power density. Secondly, because in air the the
emission from the NO γ(0,0) band is lower than gas mixtures with higher nitrogen
fraction as can be seen in figure 33. Ideally, in order to be able to compare measured
and simulated densities of produced reactive species, a 0D-afterglow model should be
extended to cover the same range of nitrogen and oxygen gas mixtures.

A separate project within the university was focused on measuring the density of
nitric oxide for exact the same VDBD, based on OES. In this project the nitrogen den-
sities in the active plasma volume were determined directly from absolutely calibrated
emission spectra using measured intensity of NO(A-X, 0-1) photo-emission as an input
parameter for a collisional-radiative model (CR model) shown in figure 36 [62]. Deter-
mination of the plasma parameters, namely electron density, reduced electric field and
gas temperature were required for this diagnostics method and were determined using
OES measurement and numerical simulation in the frame of well-known CR model of
nitrogen (and nitrogen mixtures) plasmas [49,54,56]. The VDBD was operated in 100
% N2 and 0 % O2, for 1000 Hz and 18 kVpp. Under these conditions it was found
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80% N2 and 20% O2 99% N2 and 1% O2

99.5% N2 and 0.5% O2 100% N2 and 0% O2

Figure 35: Ozone densities results for different gas mixtures, operating frequencies and
voltages, measured with different combinations of light sources and spec-
trometers.
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that the electron the electron impact excitation of the γ-system of nitrogen oxide is
negligible in comparison to the excitation reaction via nitrogen metastables. This is
in good agreement with ref [63], where collisions of N2(A) and NO(X) are identified
as the main excitation pathway of the γ-system of NO in pulsed RF-discharges in the
low pressure regime. With the plasma parameters found, an averaged state density of
nitrogen metastables was calculated, which resulted in a nitric oxide density of (3.9
±1) ·1014 cm−3 [64]. This value is in good agreement with the NO density of (2±1)
·1014 cm−3 which is measured using absorption spectroscopy in this work.

Figure 36: Considered excitation pathways of NO(A-X) emission.

The densities measured using absorption spectroscopy are derived from the calibra-
tion curves in figure 23. It is important to mention the absolute uncertainties stated
in table 5 do no include the contribution of the uncertainty attributed to the the cali-
bration curves. To what degree the calibration curves generated are accurate can not
be said because they are not experimentally validated. The accuracy of the calibration
curves depends on the the uncertainty of the absorption path length and the uncer-
tainty in the absorption coefficient. The uncertainty in the absorption path length is
related to the precision with the upper electrode diameter can is manufactured. These
can be manufactured quite accurately and so it’s contribution to the total error is quite
small. In this work we have used the Einstein transition probability of spontaneous
emission A(ν

′
) and the broadening parameter a′ to generate the absorption spectrum

with LIFBASE, from which we have derived the absorption coefficient using equation
81. The Einstein transition probability of spontaneous emission A(ν

′
) can be deter-

mined quite accurately from experiments and would not have so much of an influence
on the absorption coefficient. The broadening parameter on the other hand has the
biggest biggest influence on the absorption coefficient and thus also the calibration
curves.

The nitric oxide densities are not detectable with the EDL combined with the Echelle
spectrometer, due to the low intensity output of the light source and the high readout
noise of the spectrometer. Figure 27(d) shows that the transmitted intensity It through
the plasma, when corrected for contribution of ozone, is indifferent from the initial
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intensity I0 of the light source. The Echelle spectrometer is not sensitive and therefore
produces a low signal to noise ratio, which makes it incapable of measuring very small
densities. In addition, the low emission of the EDL in the RIO is not sufficient to
detect NO densities at any gas mixture or power input conditions, even with the high
efficiency QE65000 spectrometer.

Generally a calibration curve is generated by filling a gas cell with a range of gas
densities (pressures) and the absorbance is measured for each density with the exact
same combination of light source and spectrometer. The absorption coefficient is then
determined from he slope of these experimentally generated curves, which is different
for each particular combination of light source and spectrometer. The absorption path
length for such a gas cell usually is usually chosen much longer than 1 cm to be able to
detect low densities. Various broadening effects for main gas also can be investigated
by filling the gas cell with foreign gases [59].

Figure 37: Absorbance of nitric oxide measured with different combinations of light
sources and spectrometer, for gas mixture of 100% N2 and 0% O2.

The results presented for ozone and nitric oxide densities for the different conditions
are average of 5 measurements, of which the standard deviation is the uncertainty. This
uncertainty results due to the propagation of uncertainties of quantities described by
equations 37, 38, 39. These quantities are determined using each of the measurements
in table 4, which are the result of spectra averaged internally in the spectrometer. Table
1 shows the number of averages the spectrometer performed. The measured spectra are
averaged to improve the signal to noise ratio. The noise in the spectra recorded is the
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6.4 Nitric Oxide Densities

Table 5: Densities of nitric oxide fro a gas mixture 100% N2 and 0% O2, measured with
the Deuterium light source and QE65000 spectrometer.

Amplitude
(kVpp)

Freq
(Hz)

ln( I0
It

)NO S.D.
Density
(cm−3)

S.D.
(cm−3)

% error

24 1000 0.00262 4.92E-4 4.10E14 7.71E13 19

18 1000 0.00127 6.16E-4 2.04E14 9.93E13 49

24 300 0.00023 4.61E-4 - - -

contribution due to the drift of the light sources as well as the electronic noise of the
spectrometer. A large integration time is chosen to improve the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). One main advantage of the QE65000 spectrometer over the Echelle is that it
permits much higher integration times and is much more sensitive. Large integration
times, however, can be undesirable since the three measurements M1, M2 and M3,
especially when averaged over many spectra, would take a long time to complete. The
measurements could then be affected by the output drift of the light source.
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7 Conclusions and Outlook

7.1 Conclusions

The goal of this work is to measure the nitric oxide densities in VDBD operated in
synthetic air. Optical absorption spectroscopy is used to measure the densities of
nitric oxide and ozone simultaneously. The wavelength range used for nitric oxide
densities is the NO (0,0) γ transition. The regions outside of the NO (0,0) γ band
where the absorption of nitric oxide is negligible are used to measure the densities of
ozone. The method described is useful for measuring nitric oxide densities in VDBDs.
Optical emission spectroscopy is to determine gas temperature of the plasma and the
electrodeless discharge lamp. The NO densities are too low for detection when the
VDBD is operated with synthetic air ( 80 % N2 and 20 % O2 ) and no absorption of
light is observed. NO densities are detectable only with the deuterium lamp and the
QE65000 spectrometer, when operated with 100 % nitrogen as feed gas. Of importance
is to note that the residual gasses left in the aluminium vessel are responsible for
sufficient supply of oxygen for the formation of nitric oxide and ozone with pure nitrogen
as feed gas. The nitric oxide densities decrease below the limits of detection whenever
small amount of oxygen is added to the feed gas. As the fraction of nitrogen increased
above 80 % emission from the NO γ bands rise proportionally and the NO densities
increases. Conversely, the ozone densities decrease when fraction oxygen in the feed
is reduced. The VDBD operated with pure nitrogen, for 1000 Hz and 24 kVpp, and
for 1000 Hz and 18 kVpp, nitrogen densities of 4.1±0 8 · 1014cm−3 and 2± 1 · 1014cm−3

respectively are measured. A large confidence interval of this value is caused by the
short optical path length of only 1 cm and the relatively high ozone density that is
produced in the VDBD, which has a strong absorption in the same spectral range as
NO(A-X).

Using LIFBASE the relative absorption spectrum of NO (0,0) γ band is simulated
with a spectral resolution better than Doppler broadness of the absorption lines. This
software is capable of calculating the Doppler broadness with the gas temperature of
the plasma as input parameter. The gas temperature is determined by comparison of
simulated and measured rotational structure of the N2 (C-B, 0-0) vibrational band,
and amounted to Tgas = 440± 20 K. In a similar fashion the temperature of the EDL
is determined as TEDL = 1200 ± 200 K. This EDL temperature is used to simulate
the emission spectrum of the NO (0,0) γ band, which is used as I0 for the calibra-
tion curve. The simulated absorption spectrum is normalized using the well known
Einstein coefficients to calculate the absorption coefficient of nitric oxide. Using the
absorption coefficient the light reduction of the EDL and the deuterium lamps, trans-
mitted through the plasma with optical length of 1 cm, and collected by the QE65000
spectrometer is simulated for different NO densities. The simulated curve (ln(I0/It)
versus NO density) for the two light sources is used for determination of steady state
densities of nitric oxide. The Echelle spectrometer is not used for OAS measurements
since the contribution of thermal and readout noise from the CCD severely hampered
the signal to noise ratio it provided.

Reducing noise and increasing signal-to-noise are essential steps needed to detect the
smallest concentration levels of densities of interest. We conclude that, although the
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line source (EDL) used in this experiment should yield high absorption coefficient com-
pared to the continuum light source (Deuterium lamp), its low output signal limits the
densities detectable. The light reduction transmitted through the plasma is noticeable
only when measurement are performed with the high intensity output provided by the
Deuterium. Combined with the high efficiency QE65000 the Deuterium lamp provides
the optimal signal to noise ratio for measuring NO densities.

7.2 Experimentally Generated Calibration Curve

Alternatively it would have been ideal, if possible, to determine the absorption coeffi-
cient with the experimentally generated calibration curves whereby an absorption cell
is filled with pure NO diluted by a N2 as foreign gas. In this method an absorption
cell with a long absorption path length is filled with test gases of various pressures and
subsequently the absorbance ln(I0/It) is measured for different pressures conditions.
From the linear region of the calibration plot the absorption cross-section is then de-
termined. This would have allowed us to compare our simulated calibration curve with
the experimentally generated calibration curve and correct for it accordingly. It would
have also allowed us to compare the sensitive of the light sources and the spectrometers.

Further improvements which could be realised is the design of a vacuum vessel, with
improved leak-tightness, to house the VDBD. The same vacuum vessel could be used
as an absorption cell to experimentally generate calibration curves using test gases.
These curves could be generated for the different combinations of spectrometers and
light sources.

7.3 Apparatus

Absorption spectroscopy measurements are generally performed with large optical path
lengths > 10 cm, which is far greater than the 10 mm in this work, in order to improve
the confidence intervals of the measured densities and/or to be able to detect lower
concentrations. Hence an electrode design with a larger optical length would improve
the limits of detection substantially.

Additionally the reducing noise could be achieved by choosing a spectrometer with
a high enough resolution and yet sensitive enough spectrometer, with a low thermal
and readout noise built-in CCD device.

The resonance line absorption method offers selectivity and sensitivity compared with
continuum absorption. This of course is the case only if the line source is to provide
adequate intensity which is stable over long periods of time. The signal therefore could
be be improved by selecting line source, with a higher output than the one at hand.

The aim is to measure nitric oxide densities in synthetic air, when the VDBD can
serve its most practical application in wound healing. These suggestions would extend
the limits of detection of nitric oxide densities and thereby allow for measurement of
densities at operation conditions when the VDBD can be applied most practically.
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8 APPENDIX

8 Appendix

8.1 Optical Emisssion and Absorption Spectroscopy

In this work emission and absorption spectroscopy are used diagnostics. These spec-
troscopy techniques offer the possibility of unsophisticated line-of-sight experimental
set up combined with real time observation. These are non-invasive diagnostic proce-
dures, that is, the plasma process is not interfered with and thus it is not disturbed.

The models used in this work will be presented and explained in the following sec-
tions. For this, however, it is first necessary to explain some atomic-physical concepts
and notations. Furthermore, the difference between the energy levels of atoms and
molecules will be discussed.

8.1.1 Notation of Atomic and Molecular States

The state of an atom or molecule refers to the states of its electrons, where the word
state denotes a quantum mechanically allowed energy level of an electron of the atom
or molecule. These states, may also be represented by discrete orbits of an electron
around a nucleus. An orbit a is region of probability where an electron can be found.
If necessary, transitions can take place between different states. Transitions between
states can take takes place either by absorbing or emitting energy in the form of a
photon, only when the energy corresponds exactly to the energy difference between
the two states. In emission spectroscopy emitted photons are measured whereas in
absorption spectroscopy the attenuation of an applied radiation field is recorded [65].

The following sections briefly describe how electrons are arranged in an atom. The
location and energy of every electron in an atom is determined by a set of four quantum
numbers that describe different atomic orbitals. The four different quantum numbers
are:

• The principal quantum number n = 1, 2, 3, ...

• The azimuthal quantum number l = 0, 1, 2, ...., n− 1

• The magnetic quantum number ml = 0,±1,±2, ...,±l

• The spin quantum number s = ±1
2

In the case of a single electron moving around a nucleus an elliptical orbit is obtained,
with the major axis proportional to the square of a whole number n, the principal
quantum number. This is the first quantum number and represents the energy level
of the electron. Demonstrated by the Bohr model, each orbital has a n value and the
larger the value of n the further away from the nucleus will be its position. The minor
axis is proportional to the product of n and a second whole number l + 1. This is the
quantum number of the angular momentum produced by the rotating electron and is
designated with a letter in order to avoid confusion with n. The value of l describes
the shape of the orbital. Historically, the following letters have emerged to identify l:
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8.1 Optical Emisssion and Absorption Spectroscopy

angular momentum quantum number l designation
0 s sharp
1 p principle
2 d diffuse
3 f fundamental

4,5,... g,h,...

The letter s, p, d and f , represent orbitals with different shapes. Note, orbitals are
not electrons but regions in space where electrons can be and each one can hold up
to two electrons. This follows from Pauli’s principle, which sates that that no two
electrons in an atoms can have the same quantum numbers n, l,ml and s. The more
electrons an atoms has the more orbitals it will need to accommodate all of them. The
magnetic quantum number ml determines how many orbitals there are of a type per
energy level and therefore describes a specific orbital amongst a particular set. For
example, l = 0 gives ml = 0, which is why there is only one s orbital per energy level
n. When l = 1 the value of ml = −1, 0, 1, which is why there are three p orbitals
per energy level. The last quantum number, the spin quantum number s, allows 2
states depending on the orientation of the spins. As a consequence, every electron in
an atom has a unique set of quantum numbers and no two electrons in an atom can
have precisely the same four quantum numbers as stated by the the Pauli’s exclusion
principle. For atoms with more than one outer electron, the mutual interaction of indi-
vidual electrons has to be taken into consideration. For such systems, the description
of the state results from adding up all the individual states, for example

(40) (1s)2(2s)2(2p)6(3s)2(3p)5,

where at the end a term, describing the ground state follows. This term consists of
the multiplicity 2S + 1, which describes the arrangement of the total spin, the orbital
angular momentum L and the total angular momentum J = L + S. It is used to
describe the quantum state of atoms and is written as 2S+1LJ . The multiplicity has an
influence on the arrangement of the energy levels. From this follows, if the spins are
anti-parallel, S = 0 and it’s a singlet state. In the case of parallel spins, S = 1 and it
is a triplet state. In case of a multiplicity of two, a doublet state.

When considering only optically allowed transition the following selection rules apply:

• ∆J = 0,±1

• ∆S = 0 there must be no change in multiplicity!

• ∆L = 0,±1

In the case of diatomic molecules, the notation slightly changes. For molecules the
energy levels are indicated by upper and lower case letters. The singlet states are
denoted with capital letter, A,B,C, whereas the triplet states are denoted with lower
case letters, a, b, c. The ground state is indicated by the capital letter X. The molecular
states in diatomic molecules is designated as 2S+1ΛΛ+Σ. Except, the difference is that
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the term LL+S is abbreviated with Greek letters where L = λ and S =
∑

. Customarily,
the orbital angular momentum is designated as:

Λ 0 1 2 3
Designation

∑
Π ∆ Φ

In addition, the letters g, u and +,− symbolize the symmetry of the wave function.
The selection rules for a permitted optical transition change only slightly. If the total
orbital angular momentum of the two states between which the transition takes place
is zero, ∆L = 0 and ∆J = 0 are not allowed. Furthermore,

∑
= 0 and a change in the

symmetry u ↔ g must take place. In general the spectroscopic notation of molecular
and atomic states can be written as:

(41) nlw 2S+1LL+s and nlw 2S+1ΛΛ+
∑+,−
g,u
,

where w is the number of electrons in the shell [66].

8.1.2 Einstein Transition Probabilities

In this section the correlation between the Einstein transition probability and the
transition moment is derived.

The absorption and emission of radiation by atoms may be treated by perturbation
of an electric dipole of the system by an external electric field of radiation. The
perturbation energy by the oscillating electric field of radiation acting on the electric
dipole µµµ in the x direction is Exµx, where Ex and µx are the x components of the
electric field vector EEE and the dipole moment µµµ, respectively. The dipole moment µxµxµx is
equal to ex, where e is the electric charge and x the Cartesian coordinate of a particle
in the system. According to wave mechanics, when the perturbation energy ExµExµExµ is
introduced into the wave equation, it can be shown that the transition probability per
second from a state m to a state n induced by light is

(42)
8π3

3h2c
|RRRxnm|2ρν ,

where c the velocity of light, h Planck’s constant, ρν is the radiation intensity in
units of erg cm−3 per wave number and RRRxnm is

(43) RRRxnm =

∫
ψ∗nµµµψmdx

(ψ∗ is the complex conjugate of the eigenfunction ψ) [67].
Similar expressions hold for the y and z directions, we obtain for isotropic radiation

the transition probability from m to n per second

(44)
8π3

3h2c
(|RRRxnm|2 + |RRRynm|2 + |RRRznm|2)ρν =

8π3

3h2c
|RRRnm|2ρν .
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The quantity RRRnm is a vector with components RRRxnm, RRRynm,RRRznm in the x, y, z
direction and is called the transition moment. The transition probability per second
from the lower state m to the upper state n is expressed by the Einstein transition
probability of absorption Bnm:

(45) Bnmρν .

From equation 44 and 45 we obtain

(46) Bnm =
8π3

3h2c
|RRRnm|2 (erg−1 cm2 sec−1).

Einstein also showed that

(47) Amn = 8πhcν3Bnm (sec−1),

where ν is the wave number of the transition. From equations 46 and 47 we obtain

(48) Amn =
64π4ν3

3h
|RRRnm|2.

8.1.3 Absorption Intensity of Atoms

In this section the correlation between the Einstein transition probability and the
integrated absorption coefficient is derived.

We do this by considering a monochromatic directional beam of light of the wave
number range from v to ν + dν and of intensity Iν , passing through a layer of atoms
between l and l+ dl. The decrease of intensity by absorption of light of wave numbers
between ν to ν + dν is

(49) − dIνdν = dlhcνBnmρνδNν .

The intensity Iν is given in units of cm−2sec−1 per wave number and N is the number
of atoms per cm3 of which δNν is capable of absorbing light of wave numbers between
ν and ν + dν. The intensity Iν is related to the energy density ρν by

(50) Iν = cρν .

From equation 49 and 50 we have

(51) − dIνdν = dlhνBnmIνδNν .

The absorption coefficient αν of N atoms per cm3 is defined by
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(52) Iν = I−αν l0 ,

where I0 and Iν are the incident and transmitted intensities at wave number ν and
l is the path length in centimetres.
Differentiating, we find for the intensity decrease over wave number range from ν to
ν + dν and the path length between l and l + dl

(53) − dIνdν = dlIνανdν.

From equations 52 and 53, we obtain ανdν = hνBnmδNν . Integration over the whole
line (with equation 46) leads to

(54)

∫ ∞
0

ανdν = hνNBnm =
8π3νN

3hc
|RRRnm|2.

Using the relationship Bnm = Amn/8πhcν
3 from equation 47 and Amn = 1/τ (τ is

the mean life time of the state n), we find

(55)

∫ ∞
0

ανdν =
AmnN

8πcν2 =
N

8πcν2τ
,

where is ν the wave number of the absorption line and τ the radiative life of the
upper state.

8.1.4 Oscillator Strength

The intensity of the absorption line is sometimes expressed as a dimensionless quantity
called the oscillator strength f . The oscillator strength is the ratio of the observed
integrated absorption coefficient

∫
ανdν to that of N electrons bound to N atoms with

a Hooke’s law type of force. Treating N bound electrons as N harmonic oscillators, we
obtain as the integrated absorption coefficient of N electrons the quantity

(56)
Nπe2

mc2
.

Hence, the oscillator strength is

(57) f =
mc2

Nπe2

∫
ανdν,

where m and e are the electronic mass and charge, respectively.
∫
ανdν is in units

of cm−2.
From equations 57 and 55 it follows that the relationship between the oscillator

strength and the lifetime is
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(58) f =
mc

8π2e2ν2

1

τ

gn
gm
,

where gn and gm are degeneracies of the upper and lower states, respectively, ν is the
wave number of the absorption line in cm−1, and τ is the lifetime in seconds. Three
different experiments have reported the oscillator strengths of the (0,0) band of the
NO-γ(A2

∑
−X2

∏
) system [59,68,69].

8.1.5 Band Intensities in the Molecular System

Atoms and molecules can transition into a higher energy state, that is to be excited,
by means of inelastic collisions with electrons. In the case of diatomic molecules,
the rotation and vibration of the molecule also have to be considered. A diatomic
molecule can rotate and oscillate about an axis perpendicular to the internuclear axis
and passing through the centre of gravity, which results in additional degrees of free-
dom. For molecules this results in much more numerous and denser energy levels. The
quantized rotational and vibrational energies, when superimposed with the electronic
energy levels, yield multiplied allowable energy levels, which are expressed in spectra
by vibrational and rotational bands as opposed to simple spectral lines. The total
energy of a molecule is given by the sum of the electronic energy Ee, the vibrational
energy Eν and the rotational energy Er

(59) E = Ee + Eν + Er.

The discrete states of a molecule result from the eigenvalues of the corresponding
wave functions. The electronic, vibrational and rotational states each have their own
wave function ψe, ψν and ψr. The transition probability from a lower state designated
by the eigenfunction ψ

′′
to an upper state ψ

′
is proportional to the square of the

transition moment RRR (see equation 43)

(60) RRR =

∫
ψ
′∗
e ψ

′∗
ν ψ

′∗
r µµµψ

′′

eψ
′′

νψ
′′

r dν,

where dν is the volume element of the coordinates.(Throughout this report a single
prime refers to the upper state and a double prime signifies the lower state. For
transitions between the two states the upper state is always written first regardless of
whether the process is absorption or emission.) According to the Born–Oppenheimer
approximation the motion of atomic nuclei and electrons in a molecule can be separated,
that is to say, the time scales associated with electronic transitions are much faster
than atomic motions, which is why the energy components in equation 59 can be
treated separately. The Born–Oppenheimer approximation allows the wave function
to be written as a product of electronic, vibrational and rotational wave functions.
The Born–Oppenheimer approximation together with the independence of the wave
functions, results in the following simplification for the transition probability
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Figure 38: Potential energy diagram showing the relative ordering of electronic, vibra-
tional, and rotational energy levels [70].

Figure 39: (a) Potential energy diagram for a diatomic molecule illustrating the Franck-
Condon excitation. (b) Intensity distribution among vibronic bands as de-
termined by the Franck-Condon principle [71].
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(61) RRR =

∫
ψ
′∗
e µµµψ

′′

e dν

∫
ψ
′∗
ν ψ

′′

νdν

∫
ψ
′∗
r ψ

′′

r dν.

The Franck-Condon principle states that electronic transitions are likely to occur
without changes in the position of the nuclei, which enables superimposing of vibra-
tional energies upon the electronic potential curves, as illustrated figure 38. Classically,
the Franck–Condon principle is the approximation that an electronic transition is most
likely to occur without changes in the positions of the nuclei in the molecular entity
and its environment. Quantum mechanically this principle formulates that the inten-
sity of a vibronic transition is proportional to the square of the overlap integral between
the vibrational wave functions of the two states involved. It is essential in explaining
the presence of both vibrational and rotational transitions in addition to electronic
transitions in observed spectra. For example, considering a diatomic molecule the
Franck-Condon can be illustrated with a potential energy diagram (figure 39), show-
ing in addition to the pure electronic transition (the so-called 0-0 transition) several
vibronic peaks whose intensities depend on the relative position and shape of the po-
tential curve.

Based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, we assume that the total eigen-
function ψ of molecules is the product of the electronic and vibrational eigenfunctions
ψe and ψν , neglecting to a good approximation the rotation of the molecule [66].

(62) ψ = ψeψν

Equation 60 then becomes

(63) RRR =

∫
ψ
′∗
e ψ

′

νµµµψ
′′

eψ
′′

νdν.

We further assume that the electronic transition moment defined as

(64) ReReRe =

∫
ψ
′∗
e µµµψ

′′

e dνe,

changes slowly with the internuclear distance and may be replaced by an average
value RRRe, for transitions between various ν

′
and ν

′′
levels. Equation 63 becomes

(65) RRR = RRRe

∫
ψ
′

νψ
′′

νdν.

The integral
∫
ψ
′
νψ
′′
νdν is called the overlap integral. The square of the overlap

integral q(ν
′
, ν
′′
), is called the Franck-Condon factor

(66) q(ν
′
, ν
′′
) =

[∫
ψ
′

νψ
′′

νdν

]2

.
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The Franck-Condon factor summed over all ν
′

or ν
′′

including a continuum is unity

(67)
∑
ν′

q(ν
′
, ν
′′
) =

∑
ν′′

q(ν
′
, ν
′′
) = 1.

From 65 and 66

(68) RRR = RRReq
1/2(ν

′
, ν
′′
).

The Einstein transition probability of spontaneous emission from a level ν
′

and ν
′′

levels is given by

(69) A(ν
′
) =

∑
ν′′

A(ν
′
, ν
′′
) =

1

τ(ν ′)
,

where τ(ν
′
) is the radiative life of a level ν

′
and can be measured experimentally

[60, 72]. The individual A(ν
′
, ν
′′
) may be obtained experimentally from the observed

emission intensities I(ν
′
, ν
′′
) of the transitions ν

′
to ν

′′

(70)
A(ν

′
, ν
′′
)

A(ν ′)
=
I(ν

′
, ν
′′
)

I(ν ′)
,

where I is in units of quanta sec−1.
The absorption intensities of bands are often expressed in terms of oscillator strength

f(ν
′
, ν
′′
) or the electronic transition moment ReReRe. According to equation 58 the oscil-

lator strength in the molecular system is

(71) f(ν
′
, ν
′′
) =

mc

8π2e2
· A(ν

′
, ν
′′
)

ν2(ν ′ , ν ′′)

g(ν
′
)

g(ν ′′)
,

where ν is in cm−1, A in sec−1, and g(ν
′
), g(ν

′′
) are degeneracies of the upper and

lower levels, respectively. The average electronic transition moment for various ν
′

to
ν
′′

transitions is obtained from equations 48 and 68

(72) |RRRe|2 =
3h

64π4

A(ν
′
, ν
′′
)

ν3(ν ′ , ν ′′)q(ν ′ , ν ′′)
= 3.19× 10−30 · A(ν

′
, ν
′′
)

ν3(ν ′ , ν ′′)q(ν ′ , ν ′′)
,

|RRRe|2 is usually expressed in terms of atomic units, a2
0e

2 = 6.459 × 10−36 cm2esu2,
where ao is the Bohr radius and e is the electronic charge. Hence, |RRRe|2 in atomic units
is

(73) |RRRe|2 = 4.94× 105 · A(ν
′
, ν
′′
)

ν3(ν ′ , ν ′′)q(ν ′ , ν ′′)
,
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where ν is in cm−1 and A is in sec−1.
From 71 and 72 the oscillator strength is given in terms of the transition moment as

(74) f(ν
′
, ν
′′
) =

8π2e2

3he2
ν|RRRe|2q(ν

′
, ν
′′
)
g(ν

′
)

g(ν ′′)
.

For the rotational transition moment from J” to J ′ in the (ν
′
, ν
′′
) vibrational band,

the oscillator strength is given by

(75) f(J
′
, J
′′
) = f(ν

′
, ν
′′
)
S(J

′
, J
′′
)

2J ′′ + 1
,

where SJ ′ ,J ′′ is called the rotational line strength or the the Hönl-London factor [66].

In some cases A(ν
′
) can be measured, but A(ν

′
, ν
′′
) cannot be measured experimen-

tally. If the calculated values of Franck-Condon factors for transitions from a given ν
′

to various ν
′′

levels are available, we obtain A(ν
′
, ν
′′
) from A(ν

′
) by

(76)
A(ν

′
, ν
′′
)

A(ν ′)
=

ν3(ν
′
, ν
′′
)q(ν

′
, ν
′′
)∑

ν′′ ν
3(ν ′ , ν ′′)q(ν ′ , ν ′′)

,

where equation 76 is derived from 72 and A(ν
′
) =

∑
ν′′ A(ν

′
, ν
′′
) assuming |RRRe|2 is

the same for all transitions.
The fluorescence lifetime τ from the ν

′
level to all ν

′′
levels of the lower state is

obtained from equations 69 and 72

(77)
1

τ
= A(ν

′
) =

∑
ν′′

A(ν
′
, ν
′′
) =

64π4

3h

∑
ν′′

ν3(ν
′
, ν
′′
)q(ν

′
, ν
′′
)|RRRe|2.

The integrated absorption coefficient from ν
′

to all ν
′′

levels of the upper state using
equations 54 and 67 is given by

(78)
1

τ
= A(ν

′
) =

∑
ν′′

A(ν
′
, ν
′′
) =

64π4

3h

∑
ν′′

ν3(ν
′
, ν
′′
)q(ν

′
, ν
′′
)|RRRe|2,

where αν is the absorption coefficient in cm−1. From 78 and 77 we obtain

(79) A(ν
′
) =

8πc

N

∑
ν′′

ν3(ν
′
, ν
′′
)q(ν

′
, ν
′′
)

∫
αν
ν
dν.

If instead of αν (cm−1), the absorption coefficient kν (atm−1cm−1) defined by

(80) Iνt = Iν0 e
−kνpl
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is used (p -pressure in atmospheres at reference temperature 0 ◦C; l-path length in
centimetres), then

(81) A(ν
′
) = 2.80× 10−8

∑
ν′′

ν3(ν
′
, ν
′′
)q(ν

′
, ν
′′
)

∫
kν
ν
dν.

8.1.6 Absorption Coefficient in the Molecular System

In in this section the Beer-Lambert law and the measurement of absorption coefficient
in the molecular system are described. In brief, the deviation of the Beer-Lambert for
unresolved molecular bands is discussed.

If a parallel beam of purely monochromatic light with the intensity Iν0 at a wave
number ν passes through a vessel of length l containing a gas at a given pressure p at
reference temperature T , the transmitted light intensity Iνt is

(82) Iνt = Iν0 e
−kνpl.

The above equation 82 is generally known as the Beer-Lambert law. Various units
can be used to express the absorption coefficient. If the pressure unit is used the
temperature to which the pressure is referred must be provided. The concentration
unit, is called the absorption cross section. In this book absorption coefficient is denoted
by k when the pressure unit is used, by σ when the concentration unit is used.

The expression for the absorption cross-section is given as

(83) Iνt = Iν0 e
−σνNl,

where N is the number of molecules per cm3 and I is in centimetres. The Beer-
Lambert law holds in the molecular system when the absorption bands are continuous
or diffuse and the molecular interaction is negligible.

When the absorption bands consist of fine rotational lines, the Beer-Lambert law is
not obeyed, that is, the absorption coefficient is not constant when the pressure changes.
Figure 40 shows a plot of log(I0/It) against number density. The slope is linear at low
densities (N < N0), but it deviates from linearity at high densities. The deviation
from the Beer-Lambert results in part from the lack of instrumental resolution. An
explanation may be given considering three rotational lines with widths much narrower
than the width (∆w ) of a monochromatic line emerging from a slit of monochromator.
The Beer-Lambert law holds up to a pressure, corresponding to the situation when
absorption at the line center is complete. When the pressure is increased further the
deviation occurs because the absorption at the line center is complete and only the
off-center portion of the absorption lines contributes to an increase of absorption. At
a fixed pressure and path length the apparent absorption coefficient decreases as the
slit width increases. The area taken by the absorption lines becomes proportionately
smaller as the slit width is increased. Meinel has shown that the apparent absorption
coefficient k of the NO (0,0)γ band does in fact decrease with an increase of the slit
width [73].
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Figure 40: Deviation from the Beer-Lambert law. At p < p0 the absorption follows
the relationship It = I0e

−kpl while at p > p0 the absorption deviates from
the law. The widths of the absorption lines are much narrower than the
spectral width of the light source.

8.2 Resonance Absorption and Emission

Emission lines from molecules or atoms have been used as light sources for various
purposes: (1) to initiate photo-chemical reactions of molecules, (2) to follow the con-
centration of atoms as a function of time, (3) to measure measure the electronic tran-
sition moment, and (4) to produce electronically excited atoms or molecules. In case
1 the intensity of the light source is the main concern, while in cases 2 through 4 the
resonance radiation, that is, the emission due to the transition from the electronically
excited state to the ground state, is almost exclusively used and the shape of the emis-
sion line is important. In the following sections the contour of the resonance absorption
and emission lines are described.

8.2.1 Line Profile; Natural, Doppler, and Pressure Broadening

Although absorption occurs between well-defined quantum states, the absorption line
width is not vanishingly small because of the finite lifetime of excited atoms, thermal
motions, and collisions with atoms of the same kind and with foreign gas atoms. If
the pressure of absorbing molecules is kept low (below 0.01 torr) and the foreign gas
pressure is below a few torr, the line width of the atoms is governed mainly by the
lifetime of the excited atoms and by Doppler broadening. If a continuous light source
is used in conjunction with a spectrograph of extremely high resolution, in principle
the absorption line profile shown in figure 41 would be obtained.

The absorption coefficient αν (cm−1) of N atoms per cm3 at a wave number ν is
defined by
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Figure 41: Absorption coefficient αν (cm−1) of an atomic line; α0, is the absorption
coefficient at the line center ν0, ∆ν is the line width at a half maximum.
∆ν is a function of the lifetime of the excited state, thermal motions of
atoms, and pressure of a foreign gas.
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8.2 Resonance Absorption and Emission

(84) It = I0e
−αν l,

where l is the path length in centimeters and It, and I0, are, respectively, the trans-
mitted and incident light intensities at a wave number ν. In practice, however, since
the line width is so narrow it is not possible to obtain αν experimentally even with a
very high resolution spectrograph. The absorption coefficient has a maximum value α0

at ν = ν0. The half width of the absorption line ∆ν is defined as the width of the line
at α = α0/2. The quantity ανl is called opacity or optical depth. The absorption cross
section (cm2) is defined as

(85) σ =
α

N
,

where N is the number of atoms per cm3.
Although collisions with other atoms or molecules become important when the pres-

sure is high, we first consider the case where the gas pressure is sufficiently low so that
only the natural and Doppler broadening need to be considered.

Natural Line Width.
According to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, a spectral line produced by a transi-
tion from an upper to a lower state is broadened because of the finite lifetime of the
excited state. This natural line broadening is usually very small (of the order of 0.001
cm−1). The relationship between the mean lifetime τ of the excited state and the line
broadening ∆νN is

(86) ∆νN =
1

2πcτ
,

where c is the velocity of light in cm sec−1 and τ is in seconds. The values of ∆νN
for the (0,0) γ-band of NO at 226 nm is 4 88× 10−6cm−1. Even with a spectrograph
of very high resolution, the instrumental broadening (0.2 cm−1) is far greater than
the natural line width. For this reason natural line width is usually be neglected for
electronic resonance transitions.

Doppler Broadening.
If an electronically excited atom emits light while moving with a velocity v whose
component along the line of sight is vx, the emitted wavelength appears shifted by
λ0vx/c, where λ0 is the emitted wavelength from the atoms at rest. This is known as
the Doppler effect. Owing to the Doppler effect, spectral lines emitted or absorbed
by atoms are broadened according to the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution of
atoms. This line broadening, ∆νD, is given by the formula

(87) ∆νD(cm−1) = ν0
2

c

√
2 (ln 2)kT

ma

,
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where ν0, is the wave number at the center of the absorption line, T is the gas
temperature in ◦K, and ma is the molecular mass in grams of the absorbing molecule.
The Doppler width ∆νD for the lines of the (0,0) γ-band of NO at 320 ◦K is 0.1 cm−1

(0.0005 Å) [58]. Doppler broadening is of comparative magnitude with instrumental
broadening at very high resolution. If natural broadening is neglected and only Doppler
broadening is considered, the absorption coefficient αν is [74]

(88) αν = α0e
−ω2

where ω is

(89) ω =
2(ν − ν0)

∆νD

√
ln 2.

Integration of equation 88 gives

(90)

∫ ∞
0

ανdν =
1

2

√
π

ln 2
α0∆νD.

Lorentz Broadening.
When the pressure of a gas is low, that is, below 10 mTorr, the line width is mainly
determined by natural and Doppler broadening. However, when the gas pressure is high
or a foreign is introduced, the absorption line is further broadened. The broadening
due to collisions with foreign gas atoms is called Lorentz broadening and is given

(91) ∆νL (cm−1) =
ZL
πc

=
1

πτ

where ZL is the number of collisions with foreign gas molecules per second per
absorbing molecule, and τ is the mean time between collision. According to equation
91, Lorentz broadening increases linearly with an increase of the foreign gas pressure.
This relationship has been verified experimentally for a number of gases.

8.2.2 Transmission through Absorption Lines

The measurements covered in this thesis deals with the radiative transfer of Doppler-
broadened source lines through media with Doppler and collision-broadened absorp-
tion lines. Sufficient foreign gas has to present to reach pressures such that collisional
broadening must be considered. The broadening parameter, a′, as used in many treat-
ments of spectral line broadening is proportional to the ratio of the sum of the natural
half-width and the collisional half-width of the line, to the Doppler half-width. As men-
tioned earlier, the half-width related to line broadening can be neglected for electronic
resonance transitions. Theoretical procedures are generally inadequate to predict the
collisional broadening, and measurements cannot separate the Doppler from the colli-
sional broadening so that the parameter a′ must be determined experimentally. The
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8.2 Resonance Absorption and Emission

results of the theoretical development and the empirically determined value of a′ are
applicable directly to calculations of the transmission of the a continuum radiation
source through absorbing media of various NO concentrations, pressures and temper-
atures. The formulas for the transmission of continuum radiation as a function of NO
number density, oscillator strength, broadening parameter, and temperature are devel-
oped here. The analogous equations for the transmission of narrow-line lamp emitting
discrete NO emission lines are given in [75].

The transmission as a function of wave number Iνi is related to the intensity I0
ν0i

of

the ith source line at center wave number ν0
i , the path length l, the line center Doppler

absorption coefficient αν0i , broadening parameter a′ by

(92) Iνi = I0
ν0i
exp

{
− 1

π

∑
i

αν0i

∫ ∞
−∞

a′e−y
2
dy

a′2 + (ωi − y)2

}
where the summation of over all the contributing lines at a given wave number. The

wave number distribution of the absorption coefficient, ανi , for the ith absorption line
is given by

(93) ανi = αν0i

∫ ∞
−∞

a′e−y
2

a′2 + (ωi − y)2
dy

where the broadening parameter a′ is related to the Lorentz full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) in the absorbing gas (∆νi)L and the FWHM of the Doppler component
(∆νi)D by

(94) a′ =
(∆νi)L
(∆νi)D

√
ln 2

Examination of equation 93 shows that the width of the absorption line increases and
the value of the absorption coefficient decreases as a′ increases, which is also verified
experimentally [73]. The symbol ωi is given by equation 89 and for a single line by

(95) ωi =
2(νi − ν0

i )

(∆νi)D

√
ln 2

where ν0
i is the wave number at the center of absorption line. The Doppler FWHM

of the absorbing line, similar to equation 87, is given by

(96) (∆νi)D =
2

c
ν0
i

√
2 (ln 2)kT

ma

The Lorentz FWHM and the line line center absorption coefficient is given by equa-
tion 91. The line center absorption coefficient αν0i we obtain from equation 90 and
57
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(97) αν0i =
2

(∆νi)D

ln 2

π

πe2

mc2
NJ ′′f(J

′
, J
′′
)

where NJ ′′ is the number density of molecules molecules in the lower energy state
and f(J

′
, J
′′
) is the oscillator strength of the line as given by equation 75.

The broadening parameter a′ must be determined experimentally because theoret-
ical procedures are generally inadequate to predict collisional broadening, and mea-
surements cannot separate the Doppler from the collisional broadening so that. The
Lorentz FWHM can be determined using equation 94 using the experimentally deter-
mined value for the broadening parameter a′. With a total pressure of N2 at 1 atm
and room temperature, for the (0,0)γ-band of NO the true FWHM of an absorption
line is 0.005 nm (0.99 cm−1). The Lorentz broadening (∆ν)L = 0.00436 nm for the NO
γ(0, 0) band dominates the Doppler broadening at these conditions [59].
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